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Administrators answer to students at open forum
· ed from the Iraqi conflict.
Patrick Rostock, a member of
Cainpus Peace Action, expressed the
War dominated a forum with UCF need for a campus With borderless·
.administrators Monday as students speech zones.
drilled President John Hitt and his·
"You need to make the campus
lieutenants about campus demonstra- entirely free for speech.... Designated
tions and the university's financial · areas make demonstrations inaccessi. investments in companies that profit~ ble," Rostock said .
DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER

Hitt said the problem of remote
speech zones was resolved last year
after the administration created three
new regions on campus for free speech
activity in addition to an existing area
on the Chemistry Green, Hitt said.
The new zones include areas outPLEASE SEE

War oN 3

COURTESY ORLANDO SENTINEL

Professor Diane Sudia was fired before she could receive tenure.

Students to meet
with mtt to save~
fired professor
DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER

..

•

COURTESY VICKI VAWTER

Children from the Creative School present Dolores 8u(ghard, the school's founder, with flQwecs during her 'Queen for a Day' f~rewell celebration on April 5.

Paying
tribute
to the
Creative
queen
.4

Legal studies professor Diane Sudia surprised
· UCF last November when she decided to sue several
professors and university officials after she was fired
.
just before ~he would have earned tem~re.
Students who adored the professor responded
with ·an outcry <:>f letters, T-shirt campaigns, public
appearances and protests to convince UCF officials
to reconsider.
Administrators and colleagues in the Criminal
Justice and Legal~ Studies Department remained
tight-lipped, unwilling to reveal why .the professor
was being let go after teaching at UCF for almost five
years.
Seven months later, little ha.$ changed.
Sudia is still suing for what she calls an· illegal
termination procedure. University officials failed to- -. .,,give Sudia a full year's notice as they are required.
And she is still unsure whether she'll have a job at
UCJi' come fall semester. Students are still writing letters and protesting.
·
One thing has changed, . though. Students'
patience is beginning to wear thin and several are
taking their case to UCF President John Hitt, determined to find out why he and others want to fire a
professor who has achieved so much in such a short
time at UCF.
·
•
Sudia, who met all tenure requirements in just
two years at UCF and lead the Trial Team to fir_st
place in a national competition this year, would have
made tenure after this summer had she not received
a notice of termination.
But like Sudia; ·students haven't had much luck
persµading administrators and officials that those
accomplishments should be enough to allow her to
. keep her job. In fw:it, they've had enough trouble getting Hitt to sit down and talk to them.
Hitt has C8:flCeled two previous appointments

INSIDE

After 27 years ofteaehing the children offaculty
and students, Dolores Burghard says goodbye
NICOL JENKINS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Saturday, April 5, in an
event featuring face painting and a
clown, parents, children and alumni
celebrated the career of Dolores
Burghard, the founder of the
Creative School for Children.
Fbi:' the last 27 years, students
and faculty have brought their .
young children to the Creative
·School, which Burghard, 73, founded. The on-canipus school offers students and faculty a place to bring
their children, ages 2 to 7, while they ·
are in class or working.
Burghard-has worked with children . since she was 12, first as a
camp counselor and baby sitter. She
was in .UCF's first graduating class
when the sphool was known as
Florida Institute of Technology, and
later earned her master's degree in
early childhood education at UCF.
Whil~ Blirghard worked in local
gove:rnment, she helped to found
Head Start, a government program
for low-income families in Orange

Surreal scenes shock students

Tunnel of Oppression depicts scenes of terror, rape to
demonstrate the evils.that occur in the real world.
-NEWS, 6

WENDY WONG-KEN

I CFF

Astudent at the Creative School looks over the
directions on how to make a pyramid.
County, in 1965. Later; she directed a
lPn.dergarten program for Lakemont
Elementary School for six years.
In 1970, the UCF Student
Government Association asked
PLEASE SEE

New provost selected

Burghard oN s

·.

President Hitt makes his final decision on UCF's
second-in-command.

-NEWS, 3
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Higher education

War issues dictate

around the nation
Exposing fraud

•
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_ Clark Atlanta University's former legal
counsel -has· turned the tables on his 'old
employer, filing a $1 million wrongful-ternnnation lawsuit against the private institution.
· The lawyer, Michael A. Baskin, asserts
that his dismissal from Clark Atlanta in
February was, in part, retaliation for _tp.s role
in exposing financial wrongdoing at the historically black college.
Tlie suit, filed in March, alleges that the
institution allowed trustees and other
l>rominent alumni to submit "false charitable donations" to the_university in lieu of ,
tuition payments for their children. The ruse
allowed the alumni to claim tax-deductible
contributions on their tax filings, the lawsuit
says.
The trustees reluctantly abandoned the
practice, Baskin's lawsuit says, after he
brought it to the attention of university officials. The practice was never reported to the
U.S. Treasury Department or the Internal
·
Revenue Service, the suit says.
The suit also alleges that the chairman
of Clark Atlanta's Board of Trustees, Carl
Ware, awarded a housekeeping contract to a
company that is owned by one of his friends, against the _recommendation of an independent selectio·n committee that had
favored more qualified vendors,
In addition, Baskin says that Clark
Atlanta's president, Walter D. Broadnax,
billed the institution for $14,000 in private
le_gal fees that he incurred before he took
office last August.
·
The former general counsel says the
president approved the reimbursement after
being advised by Baskin that the f~s should
not be paid with university funds. Clark Atlanta has countersued Baskin,
claiming-that his release of privileged information in his lawsuit amounts to professional misconduct and breach o( fiduciary
responsibility. The university also alleges
that Baskin' s legal action is part of an ongoing attempt by him to use threats, profanity
and humiliation to settle hi~ financial claims
against the uniVersity.
In its countersuit, Clark Atlanta is seeking unspecified damages arising from what
it calls Mr. Baskin's "repeateq breaches of
fiduciary duties,'' including his failure to
report the illegal acts he alleges had been
- _committed by the president.and trustees.
Baskin is seeking more than $1 million
in forfeited salary and benefits that he says.
were denied to hµn as a result of his wrongful termination. He had served as the university's _general counsel for 16 years, and
his annual sal~was $137,000 at the time of
his dismissal. ~
Baskin_had also ·served as director of
the office of student loans and collections,
one of several administrative roles he had
held in addition to his regular duties. The
institution, for example, offered him a
$40,000 bonus last year if he collected $1 million in past-due ~tudent accollllts, his lawsuit states. Baskin says his attempts to collect the bonus and other compensation contributed to his dismissal.

Progress report

,

States should create a national database to track the progress that students .
make toward graduation, even when they
transfer from one institution to another, says
a new report.
To succeed, states must come up with a
way to deal with federal privacy rules and to
use students' Social Security num,ber$

UCF sele,cts
'

new provost

Jorum-discussions

-MARsHAll SPENCE
, STAFF WRITJ;:R .

Followillg months of uncer- . tainty and interviews, UCF has
·found the person it wants as_
-President John Hitt's second-incommand.
Terry L. Hickey;- current senior vice president and provost of
the University of Akron, will bring
nearly 30 years of experience as a
college prof~ssor, researcher and
academic administrator when he
takes over as UCF's new provosL
July 1. _
-Hickey will replace Provost
Gary
Whitehouse, - wbo
anno ced his resignation _last
September. Whitehouse said he
Will go e administrative developmenj; leave this fall, and begin_
teaching in UCF's indu§trial engineering department in spring
2004.
. In November 1972,
Hickey started a 24-year
career at the
BRETT HART I CFF
President John Hitt answers questions Monday during a forum between students and campus administrators.
University of
-Alabama at
summer sessions, she demanded to know
FROM PAGE i
Birmingham,
how she could appeal the policy a second
where
he
side of the Math and Physics Building, out- time because her first appeal was deni~d. ·
rose through
side of the Arena and next to the Student
Administrators suggested that Rarick
the ranks '
·.Hickey
Union.
work through the appeals process again and
fi:om assis"We have ,decided that_a free speech applauded her for her vigor in her academic
tant profescampus isn't the direction to go for now," career. Provost Gary Whitehouse- said the
sor in the department of physioHitt said. "It creates problems-with pedestri- 17-hour restriction is especially -necessary
logical optics to associate provost
an traffic and holding.classes."
in the smp.mer, because classes are fastfor academic programs. In 1997,
Other concerns regarpmg the war came paced during the shortened term.
he left the University of Alabama
from student Jonathan Leto, who wondered
JUnior Shaun Gyger hoped he could
at Birniingham, and became dean whether there were any moral implications convince administrators to salvage an intraof the College of Sciences. at Old
for UCF, which has close ties to Lockheed mural field that university officials have
Dominion University, in Norfolk,
Martin.
marked for demolition with plans to conVa. lie became provost of the
"Locklieed Martin has a $15 billion con- struct a pool over it. He also asked adininisUniversity of Akron on- May 1,
tract with the Department of Defense trators to -repair existing fields pitted with ·
2000. ~
does that mean anything to you?" Leto deep holes that posed hazards .to students Hickey said he wants' to be
asked.
who played on them.
UCF's new provost because he
Hitt,said it is not uncommon for shareVice President Tom Huddleston offered
wants to make a significant conholders to invest in defense in a time of Gyger few answers except a promise ,that
tribution to a growing institution.
international threat and conceded it was the administration might work ~th the , ·
"The University of Central
possible that UCF did own stock in Student Government Association and athletFlorida is experiencing growth
Lockheed Martin.
ics to install lights on intramural fields.
and excitement, and there is
Student Josh Edmundson complained
Business major Bonnie Ebner echoed
much more ahead," Hickey said.
to administrators about UCF Police officers' many students' sentiments wh~n she asked
"On a more personal note, my
actions at last week's pro-troop rally. He administrators to solve registration' dilemwife's parents and brother live in
claimed that after observing a dispute mas. Business students have to wait two
Florida, and we look forward to
between two opposing sides, he had to con- hours . to see an adViser every time they
returp.ing to a milder climate."
vince officers to intervene.
receive an error message, she said.
Hickey said he likes UCF's
- "I had to pull out the Golden Rule,"
Huddleston empathized with those stuexcitement and the dedication he
Edmundson said.
dents, and admitted the problem had
sees and hears from fa~ulty, staff
Vice President William Merck defended plagued business majors for a long time.
and- students. He said there's a
the officers, stating they reacted appropri"These problem¢ have been going on in
"can-do" attitude at UCF that
ately in the situation. In times of protests, the business school for the 10 years I have
reminds him of his early years at
police action often excites --the crQwd and been here," he said. "It's because of prereqthe University of Alabama- at
causes more violence, he . said.
uisites in the department, ·which are the
Birmingham.
There were no arrests and .no con- most comprehensive in the school. It is
Hickey said he has a f~w
. frontations that led to anything worse, and unfortunate students are affected. ''.
goalS for UCF when he takes over
besides ·uniformed officers, tb,ere were four
Resident Assistant ·. Chris Yern
as provost, including expanding
undercover officers in the crowd to maintain expressed concerns abo_u t the lack of housand focusing on the university's
order at the·divisive event, he said.
ing extensions being offered to students livresearch mission. He also wants
Edmundson also questioned why police ing on-campus this semester. Those moving
to enhance UCF's efforts to
chose ·to _stand away from the rally, whose out have to vacate by April 29, althougti
attract honor students,' improve
organizers had called them there for their . most cam;iot move into. their new apartcareer management services for .
protection.
ments until May 1. While many students are
students and _provide more
"The police are there to keep order, not willing to pay an extra day's r_ent, the unicareer-related internship opporto protect individuals," Hitt said. "Their,real vers~ty has not made ~hat opportunity availtunities for students.
job was to protect the whole crowd. They are able as 'it has in the past, nor has it offered
M.J. Soileau, UCF's vice presnot a private sector security force."
other living arrangements for students.
ident for research, served as
Hospitality major _Lisa Rarick's conHuddleston said halls had to close for a
chairman of the provost search
cerns were academic. Frustrated -with the day tc;> clean and prepare them for new resicommittee, which was made up of
university's policy that 'limits students to 17 dents, but he assured student's he would
credit ho_urs per semester, even during the work to·resolve the problem.
·
PLEASE SEE- Provost oN 8
)
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Sp,ellding rich~s on .recognition?
])ue w a production error,· an
incorn:plete version ofth:is artwle w~
published in the April 14 edition. It is

I

reprinted here in it,s erdirety.
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MIKE RIEGEL
STA.Ft WRITER
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· How much does it cost to turn
someone into a Golden Knight?
The answer is - well, there
isn't any a.nsWer: The money that
UCF spends annually on public
relation ventures could be doing
wonders for the university, but no
one knows exactly what it accomplishes.
That fact, however, has done
little to change the school's opinion
of the importance of pubic relations. Vice President of University
Re~tions Pan Holsenbeck reports
· that UCF spends about $3 million
on services that cover. an aJTaY of
public relations-related functions.
Three different departments
handle a majority of the public relations at UCF - community relations,- marketing and media relations. According to Linda -Gray;
director of media relations, the ·
responsibilities of her branch transcend the standard gnals of "name
recognition" and "'attracting n~w
students."
'We are a public university;
and the public deserves to know
what we are, who we are·and how
we do it," Gray said. The purpose
for media relations, -she said, is to
attractpositive attention to the uni-·
versity and provide a knowledge- able resource for students, parents,
faculty and government represen-

KATIE FLAlH I CFF

UCF's media relations department makes calls and sends ·e-mails to alert media outlets about the achievements of UCF faculty and students. ·
media outlets on a normal -day. gible results? - Freshm~ Leah
tatives.
There are times, however, "Someone has to be available to Benjamin, 18, thinks so.
''I've always been interested in
when the attention is not so posi- answer those questions," she said
tive. Stemming from her tenure as
UCF professor Hu.s sam engineering, and I've read a few difdirector of media ·relations at the Jabara's_recent arrest on charges ferent articles about how UCF has
University of Florida, Gray is aware - of immigration fraud was one of the a quality . engineering program,"
that handling negative publicity is first controversial incidents Gray she said.
sometimes an integral part of her · has handled at UCF, with reporters
Positive media attention was
occupation.
calling her office in search of the one of the reasons Benjamin decid''When there were five serial university's official response.
ed to attend UCF, she said.
Media relations is a worthy
Gray and her staff also make
murders at VF [in 1990], there
were hundreds of media on campus calls and send e-mails to alert end~vor for a university to invest
and dozens of remote satellite media outlets about the achieve- in, Gray said, and UCF has a _costtrucks [for live broadcasts]."
ments of UCF faculty, students and efficient department.
While her staff here at UCF alumni. After the war in Iraq began, . ·
''When I was at VF, I had a staff
has yet to encounter a similar bar- media relations sent a list of UCF of 22 full-time employees and 20
rage of. attention from the press, professors that could offer insight part-time employees [in _media relaGray said her office will field any- into the different aspects of the war. tions] ," she said. "H~re. I've got
where from 25 to 100 .calls from
But do these efforts yield tan- four full-timers and two part;-
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timers'.''
Last year's media relations.
budget at UCF was $.387,500, less
than what the three other major
unjversities - UF, Florida State
and University of Miami - spend
on their media relations departments.
·
"I don't thlnk anyone can
arouse UCF of .spending-too much
on media relations," Gray said
But not everyone considers
media relation departments a priority in the education system.
Recently, the state's education
department announced an expenditure of $700,000 for its public relations department. Tb.is move has
raised the eyebrows of critics and .
parents both in Broward County,
·where schools can't afford summer
courses, and in Palm Beach County,
where most teachers have resorted
to buying their·own classroom supplies due to a lack of funding.
''Allocations for _puplic relation8 must be weighed against the
context of informing the public
about what UCF does," said Rosie
Webb Joels, vice president of the
UCF chapter of the United Faculty ·
of Florida.
James Katt, instructor in the
of
Nicholson
School
Communicafion, agreed with
Gray's assessment.
The public nature of the university and its massive s~ are
essential reasons for maintaining a
·public_ relations department, he
said.
.
"The public already has an .
~ o~ (UCF], and we should try
to mold it," he said.
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Both current and former students turned out to _honor Dolores Burghard April 5.

Bilrghard credited with·,
Creative School's success
fun for the children. "I' never
thought that I would be working Burghard to direct a new school at the Creative School for so
on campus where. students long, but I just love helping chilcould drop off their children dren grow;" Burghard said.
while they attended class.
Christina Clingman, . a
Burghard did not want to meinber
the
Parent
of
lead a traditional childcare·pro- Association, brings her 3-yeargram. "I was inspired to start a . old son, Marcus, to the school.
school, not a day care, where "All the parents will miss
children are abie to explore and Burghard greatly; she cares a
become individuals," she said.
great deal for the children,"
· In establishing the school, · Clingman said.
r.
Burghard first had to decide on
A.J. Range, a supervisor at
a philosophy, and hire the right . the school, is sad to see
staff to foster thai vision. The Burghard leave. "It will be diffiCreative School has a .stable cult fo replace such· great leadstaff of individuals who have ership . . The Creative School
worked there for 12 to 22 years. wo1ild not be where it is today if
Marcia Diebler, the assistant 1t were not for Burghard,"
director and education supervi- Range saj.d:
sor"of the Creative School, has
Stacey Dunn, a professor of
worked there for 21 years.
psychology at UCF, brings her 4Diebler says Burghard
deserves. credit for its success.
"Mrs. Burghard's dedication and philosophy has made
the Creative School what it is
today," Diebler said.
From humble beginnings,
the school.has grown considerably. "The Creative School started out with 15 children; now we .
have expanded to about 115 per ·
semester," Burghard said.
The school's success in
. developiµg basic lelirning skills
· has made it popular with UCF
· students and faculty, which
explains the long waiting list to
-DOLORES BURGHARD
enroll children. "The children of
Founder of Creative Sd:iool
- students. have ·first priority at
the school, then comes faculty,
·airiinni and the community/'
Diebler said.
The school also provides
graduate students and faculty ye~-old daughter, Nicole, to the
With the opportunity·to conduct school while she is working.
educational research and train- Dunn hopes the S<fhool will coning in the classroomi;;.
tinue to grow. "The Creative .
At the Creative School, chil- School for Children has been
qren learn to work independ- indispensable to the faculty and
ently and think on their own community .of the. uni_versity,"
through stress-free programs·in Dunn said.
·
which they can choose their
Burghard
has · many
own activities. The philosophy avenues she wishes to explore
of the school is not 'to mold the after retirement.
children, but for them to become
She would like to do volununique individuals.
.'
·
tE:ler work with abused children,
/
' "Imagination and creativity spend more time with her
are the channels for which we grandchildren and pursue her
. work to develop a child's love interests in pliotograp:\ly and
for lifelong learning," Burghard writing. But Burghard will not
said. "The teachers ·.here are . be ·a stranger to the Creative .
facilitators, not lectur.ers."
School. She plans ·to ·visit the
Burghard has always want- children whom she has grown
, ed primarily to make learning . fond of, as much as she can.
FROM PAGE
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I never thought
that I would be
working at the
Creative School
for so long,· but I
just love tielpingchildren grow. ··
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WWW.DCE.UCF.EDU

ANNOUNCIN.G NEW C~ASSES FOR
. TEST PREPARATl.ON

GRE Test Preparation· Course
8-week Test Review Course - $350
6 p.m: tog·p.m.
UCF Research Pavilion: May 5 - June 30
- : UCF Brevarq: June 3 - July 22
UCF Research Pavilion: June 5 - July 24

GMAT Test Preparation. Course
8-week Test ·Review Course - .$350
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UCF Research Pavilion: June 2-'- July 2.1
UCF Research Pavilion: June 4 - duly 23

LSAT Test .Prepa.r ation Course
4-week Test Review Course - $299
.

.
6 p.m. to 1 O f>.m. ·
.
UCF Research Pavilion: May ·1 3 - June 3

Math Reviewfor Standardized .Tests (Newl)
6-week Test Review Course - $299*
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UCF Main Campus: June 2 - July 7
*$1-99 for those enrolled in co.ncurrent test prep classes

To r!!gistef visit our website at.www.dce.ucf.edu
Or, call (407) 882-0260 for additional inform~tion.
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STONEYBROOK EAST
2900 Northampton Avenue Orlando, Florida• (407) 737-4100

Dinner for Two Only $18.95
lndudes Appetizer, Two Entrees, and Soh Beverage5

Appetizers
Bruschetto • Chicken Quesodilla • Chicken Wings · ·Soup or Salad

Entrees
Fettuccini Alfredo with Grilled or Blackened Chicken
Vegetarian Posto Primavera
Chicken Parmesan with Fettuccini
Grilled Jerk Pork Medallions over Rice Pilaf '
Grilled Grouper with a Light Lemon Butter Chardonnay Sauce
Greek Salad with Chicken
Medium Pizzo with Two Toppings

We do it_all at Sto.neybrook!

Graduating soon? Want to Party?
Call for. more information about our Banquet Facility

Just minutes away from UCF off of Alafaya troil
WENDY WONG-KEN I CFF .

Brothers Victor and Carlos Serrano perform Monday in the HIV/AIDS awareness exhibit in the Tunnel of Oppression.

STOR~LL

STORAGE

Seeing·the light inthe
FREE
MONTH
Tunnel·of.Oppression.
dramatized, but were representative of the incidents of oppression that occur every day
around the world, said Vivian
Ortiz, area coordinator for UCF
Housing and Residence Life.
"There are things that
some people can't relate to," she
said. "Some are even desensi- ·
tized to it, actually."
"The program brings about
a sense of urgency;" Ortiz said.
GENO MEHALIK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
"It reminds students that these
are world issues. As world citi-It was the scariest extra- zeris, we need to take responsicredit assignment freshman bility for our actions and right
Mike Samson ever signed up for. - these wrongs."
Sirens blared and video
The Internatfonal Diversity
monitors warned Samson and Forum, in partnership with the
Office of Sfudent Activities and
other students to keep quiet.
A group of terrorists H<~using and Residence Life,
rushed him and other unsus- hoped an aggressive approach
pecting students into ;:i; dark like an interactive displaywould
room while shouting orders.
encourage active responses
A flashlight hovered over from students . .
the students' faces as a terrorist
Students reacted to the
cried out, "I'll do whatever I scenes they saw with niixed
have to do to save the ·ves of emotions.
·
innocent · unborn children. I
Freshman
Rebecca
blew up an abortion clinic."" ·
Richards, 19, said the tunnel
Students next witnessed an used oversimplified situations. '·
ideal date turn into a violent
"The terrorist scene was
rape. Many watched anxiously the t?nlY one that got my attenas a woman invited her ct.ate to tion because it ·was shocking,"
her apartment, only to be forced she said. "The other skits used
down on a bed as she struggled · trite cliches."
to get free. ·
·
Stl:l.dents in a debriefing
On Monday, the Wired Cafe session after the event thought
·b_ecame the scene of several . the actor playing the attacker in
atrocities at ·ucF.'s second the date-rape scene 1¢ould have
Tunnel of Oppression exhi}Jit.
been m~re hostile.
The situations . were ail
Freshman Kat Setzer, 19,

Simulated
horrors·show ·
studen.ts evils
ofreal world

•

said she did not think this happened in society that often.
Junior Tianna Sims, 21,
disagreed.
"It does happen," she said
firmly.
Beth Heidt, a volunteer
tour guide for the event, said
people are shaped by their
experiences and certain areas
of the presentation will affect
some students more strongly
than others.
"No one has been offended
enough today tow~ out," she
said.
- Senior Temitayo Akinrefon,
23, a volunteer tour guide,
described the tunnel as honest.
"It's not grotesque scary,"
she said. "It's 'I can't ·believe
this is happening in the world'
scary," she said.
Andrew Blair, a psychologist at the UCF Counseling and
Testing Center, moderated the
debriefing sessions where students, who participated in the
tunnel, were questioned about
their responses to the information presented.
Biair said it is increasingly
common for · students whose
reactions are . stirred by this
event to criticize the portrayals.
He was, however, pleased that
the message was getting to students.
'We don't necessarily need
an instant change, but perhaps
students might start looking at
things differently," he said.

CASCADES ·3

10069 University Blvd. , 711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32817
Orlando, FL -32828
Phone 407-679-5144
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-679-6787
Fax 407-281-8005
1-800-827-1097
1-866-415-9554

Stop by, call, or visit us online! www.allinbloom.com

401-911-1005
1931

w. State Rd.

426 • Oviedo

401-211-4422
250 N. Goldenrod Rd. • Orlando

1110

401-831-8881
w.

State Rd. 434 • Longwood

Share with a friend!!!!
1

'Home resales
hit record again."

--Orlando Sentinel

Get Your

Florida Real Estate License

In lODays!
. Day arid EV,ening-CfasSe§·Available ·
, Small Classes ..: C6mputer;-:'PtadiCe Exams '

B~e¢icll upt~Piseo\tflt 1

florGI Garden of Winter Park 'R!ll!flOa
Watcrrford Lakes
"A Full Service Florist"
14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
Phone 407-629-0050
·Fax 407-629-0877
1-800-393-0051

PAY TWO MONTHS IN ADVANCE
GET THIRD MONTH FREE
PLUS FREE LOCK

Florida·Institute·
We service to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery''
Wire service or Delivery available
over phone with major Credit Card.
(wire and delivery service excludes discount)

of ~ofessional s~~ies

Quality Real Estate Education _

Robert Smither, Ph.D, Owner

·

Edgewater Corporate Center
3372 Edgewater Drive
Orlando, FL 32804
Ph. (407) 481-8015 Fax (407) 481-8016
www.fl-insti):Ute.com

.Accredited by The American Association of Professional Schools, Inc.
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Harva.~d

changes rules
for early admission
3
apply early to Ha.rVard to apply
_
to any other college's .earlysecurely.
admissions program. .
The shift comes after ·
Higher-education officials
have long argued that e_nroll- · , Harvard received a r~cord numment-and-graduation statistics ' ber of early' applications this
are misleading because they year - 7,600 for roughly 1,150
don't track students who trans- slots, up from about 6,000 applications the year bE)fore.
fer to other institutions.
Half of the students who
William R. Fitzsimmons, ·
earn bachelor's degrees attend Harvard's dean of admissions ·
two or more institutions, and and financial aid, said that the
these students are sometimes institution . saw more students
recorded ;:i.s "dropouts," the applying early to Harvard who
.·
were also applying early to sevreport says.
The report, "Following the eral other colleges, and that his
- Mobil~ Student: Can We staff might not be able to keep
Develop the Capacity for a up with the volume of early
Comprehensive Database · to applications in the future.
Assess Student Progression?"
Harvard's admj.ssions prodescripes study con~ucted by . gram is an "early action" one,
the National Center for Highe~ · meaning that it is not binding.
Education
Management ·Students who apply under the
· Systems for the " Lumina . program can get an early
Foundation for Education.
answer from Harvard, but they
·The study examined state are not obligated to attend if
college-enrollment record sys- accepted.
·terns that track data at the stuSome colleges use binding
dent level and considered the early programs 1 known as
feasibility of linking those data- "early decision," in which stubases into a more comprehen- dents must attend if aecepted
early. .Still- other colleges offer
sive network.
.
Forty-six su~h databases both early-action ·a nd early-- exist in 39 states, the report decision options.
says ---:- some states have mul- ·
Though Harvard's policy
tiple databases for different change will. mal\e it easier on
"sectors," like community col- - his ·staff, Mr. Fitzsimmons said
leges. About half of the databas- the college's primary concern is
es have links with other state to help students.
databases, but they rarely link
Fitzsimmons and many
other officials say the purpose
· across state lines.
The existing database.s, of early-admissions programs
which all use the same basic is to help students who are sure
information categories, contain about their college choice early
information-on 69 percent of the . in the process.
nation's_ full-time enrollment,
ButHarvardisnowinclear
the report says.
violation of national guidelines
The biggest roadblock in set by the Natibnal Association
the plan, · the report says, is, for
College
Admission
. ironiCally, what all of the data- Counseling, or Nacac. _
bases have in common: usmg
Those guidelines state that
Social Security numbers to students are free to make multitrack students.
ple _early .applications, so long
Increasing concerns of pri- as no more than one is a bindvacy and identity theft in higher ing early-decision applicati<;>n.
education are a "signifi9ant
At least two other colleges
·threat" · to the proposal, Princeton · and Brown
researchers said.
- ulliversities - also defy the
.
Colle~s could encrypt the -association's guidelines. They
· Social Security numbers or say they don't want early applidevelop unique numbers specif- cants who have applied early
.. ically for linking student decision to other colleges. ·
records across databases. The
Harvard had changed its
problem . with that approach, -policy last year in ail effort to
. researchers said, is getting comply with the admissionsadministrators to agree on a counseling a.SsoCiation's guid&
common code.
lines, which had recently been
instated. Under last year's poliEarly action
cy, Harvard allowed early-1
For · the second ye.a r itJ. a · action candidates to apply early
row, Harvard University. 1'as to one early-decision college as
changed the rules for its early- well.
admissions program. Beginnirlg
this fall, the college will no
- COMPILED BY STAFF
WRITER KRISTA llllll
longer allow applicants who
FROM PAGE
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Graduate education has come of age·at
students now have an organization to call therF

GSA i's registered with the Student Government
Association,·arid our purpose is to represent your interest_
s,
~and enrich your educational and -professional experience;

Joi·n GSA and help·us provide a
voice for grad.uate students at UCF

for information ~bout events,meetings, and how to join the
Graduate Student Association.

•

You do the math.

·Take 10% off any of your favorite
Atlanta Bread Company foods when
you show your Student ID. Try a
breakfast sandwich and a latte or a
cafechillo ... come by for breakfast,
lunch or dinner and enjoy some soup,

~ .

BA l<ERY CAFE

Provost will focus on
increasing research
dean of UCF's College of Arts
and Sciencei;;.
UCF students, staff and
Soileau said· he liked
trustees. The committee's job · Hickey's extensive administrawas to find three candidates to tive experience and that he perreplace Whitehouse. Hitt then formed . admirably cat the
had to choose one of those University of j\kron. Soileau
three ca.I\didates.
added that Hickey's experience
· · The other .two finalists in fund-raising was a bonus.
wer_e Gary S. Krahenbuhl;
"lt'.s a big plus to hav~
. provost and senior. vi~e presi- : somebody who knows what it
dent at Arizona State takes to go out ·and wrestle
University, and Kathryn Seidel, funds," Soileau said.

a salad, a sandwich or ev_en a panini~

WE CATER SMALL and LARGE GROUPS!
Come visit us:
Waterford Lakes
330 North Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828

FROM PAGE. 3

Waterford
Town Center

Phone 407 .382.1506
. Fax 407.382.1so1
Mon-Thurs 6:30am-9pm
Fri-Sat 6:30-lOpm
Sun 7am-8pm
.

.

*Offer valid only at Waterford Lakes location.
Offer expires 6/30/03. Not valid with any other offer.
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Hitt cancelletl two previous appointme11ts-with students
FROM PAGE 1 ·.

.

.

with students backing Sudia in the
past . two months. They have
scheduled another on April, 23,
though they're not _sure what Hitt
will reveal.
.
Hitt himself has said that
when he meets with students, he
won't be able to discuss much ·
with them while litigation is pending between the university .and
Sudia.
'"What students don't understand is that l can't talk about the
case," Hitt said.
Hitt said he has yet to hear
from a concerned student and is
unaware of the campii.gns students have lallilched to save the
professor's job, besides a student
appearance on a Channel 13 news
broadcast.
However, Sudia backers say
their two original appointments
with Hitt were canceled after he
appeared on Channel 13 inviting
students to voice their concerns
about-Sudia.
They also say the Keep Diane
campaign is so well known at UCF,

TIFFANY llEPE<:;I<I

I CFF

Legal Studies majors Joshua Lukman, left, and Joshua Meyer wear 'Keep Diane' shirts to protest the termination of teacher D.iane Sudia.
.

.

the Student Government Senate
passed a resolution to support the
professor, though the formal statement carries no actual ·power.
At least one · UCF alumna,
Christinn Sherman, has even

~

attempted to correspond with Hitt
through. written letters.
"I saw the story on Channel
13 and I knew I had to do something to help," she said. "I heard
Hitt was shunning everyone, so I .

'

tried to write a letter to him. It is
important to get his attention
somehow. I put [Diane's] name
further down in the letter so he
would read it," she shld.
Her letter detaile4 all of

Sudia's accomplishnients · and
pointed out all the reasons· the
professor shouldn't be fired. While
Sherman received a call from
Y!,lndi Cook, associate general
counsel to Hitt, promising her that
Hitt would respond -to her letter,
she received a response from
Cook instead.
,"It basicaJ1y said, 'We don't
care,"' Sherman said. "It wasn't
from the president, it was .from
Ms. Cook. It had no commentary
to what I wrote:"
Students who are scheduled
to meet with Hitt nexi: week have
corripilecta petition containing 500
signatures ~ something they
hope will help· convince Hitt of
Sudia's infl nee on campus.
Hitt ac owledged that he
had p.~t seen ap.y other instance _in
UOF history -Where a terminaied
professor received so much student support.
·
Iri fhe meantime, Sudia has
received a contract for the sum. mer until her case is heard in
court.·
Sudia declined to comment
due to ongoing liti~tion.

.Synergy. _
Call (407) 447-4555
·to place your classified ad today.

The Race·Book, Central Florida's Premier
Simulcast FacililV, Open Dailv &NiuhtlV
Year-Round tor Thorouuhb~ed, Harness·
& Jai Alai Simulcasting!
live Jai Alai Returns Oct. 2nd!

~AJOOJP1IJ3 OOIIJ)li~K~~L
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College, With All the Perks

What's News
In Business and Finance
For Economy, Peace
May Be Answer
The fall of Baghdad hasp't lifted
the cloud of gloom ov~r the economy,. but there are signs it may regain traction and avert a slide back
into recession. Even as the war
moved rapidly in the favor of the
U.S., economists were marking
·down first-half growth expectations, and chief executives remained as pessimistic as IQ.st fall on
sales, investment and hiring.
But the pessimism appears .to be
· heavily affected by the falloff in economic activity' that came in the runup to war. It will probably take
months to know for sure if war jitters have been the economy's main
restraint, or whether more entrenched obstacles, such as the unwinding of the investment bubble of
the 1990s, are to blame and will continue to hold back growth.
There -are some signs that
"geopolitical uncertainty" has been
the main culprit, as Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
argued earlier this year. Consumer
confidence has risen in the ·wake of
the drop in oil prices and the jump
.Jn stock prices that initially followed the outbreak of war March 19.
But · business remains pessimistic. At the Business Roundtable, a group of chief executives of
the country's largest companies,
members eX:pecting to cut jobs this
year outnumber those expecting to
increase them by 45% to 9%. Just
56% expect sales to grow. this year,
down from 71% last November.

Guns and Growth
Increased government defense and
homeland-security spending is helping
to stabilize the overall economy. .,

Government defense and homeland·
security spending
$600 billion

*Estimate

And in a recent survey commissioned by Travelocity.com of 1,000
travelers, 57% said they intended to
travel this summer, with 17% planning to vacation in Europe, up from
15% in December. If costs were to
fall dramatically, 86% said they
would travel.

_From Supersonic
To Superseded

If price is no object, take one of
the last flights of the Concorde.
After 27 years of zipping executives, stars and the idle rich from
·New York to London and Paris at
twice the speed of sound, the Concorde is being ground~d. Air France
will
cease flights May 31 and British
Cheap Air Fares
Airways; the only other airline flying the supersonic jet, will stop all
For Summer Go Fast
Concorde flights Oct. 31.
Bargains· on overseas flights .
Concorde's retirement means
abound, but t:p.e deals may be fleetthat aviation will for the first time in
ing. The outbreak of severe acute
its history become slower rather
respiratory syndrome, on top of war
than faster. There is no successor to
jitters and the weak economy, has
the Concorde, and none is on the
drawing board.
pushed already-low fares abroad to
An aviation marvel, the needlerock-bottom levels. But there also
are nascent signs that travelers are
nosed Concorde was an economic
willing to fly as the situation in Iraq
failure. It was designed in the midgets more under control.
1960s, when thick black exhaust
trails and a sonic boom were ·
Airlines have to walk a fine line
betWeen lowering fares enough to .deemed signs of technological
entice skittish travelers, and lowerprowess. By the time Concorde ening them so much that they take an
tered service in 1976, no airline had
even bigger profit hit. That means · stepped up to buy one. The British
the deals, which in many cases
and French governments finally
must be bought in then~xt week or
handed the state-funded airplanes
so, could dry up quickly as demand
to their state-owned airlines for tofor summer travel rebounds.
ken payments. With minimal ccwiIndeed, Cheapseats.com, a Web
tal costs, the carriers were able to
site specializihg in international
run the high-cost jets profitably untravel, says online bookings rose
til last year.
.
Please turn to Next Page
60% to 70% the first week of April. ·

© 2003 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Free Cellphones_, Cable Incentives 101
A growing number of colleges have boosted their perks for all students, hoping to attract
Are Among Goodies the brightest kids ·during admission season this spring. Among the options:
SCHOOL (LOCATION) PERK
COMMENTS
F<?r Luring Students . 'American"'.:
~ "i5i!c:ounted Celi - ·students cang
et cell phones with more"tilan ·_ .
·Washington,

By ELIZABETH BE~STEIN ·

ith teenagers across
the coun.try choosing
colleges this month,
schools have a new recruiting twist: the battl~ of the perks.
Colleges from Northwestern to
Duke are pushing free cellphones,
free -cable television and even specially baked birthday cakes. Emory
University has started taking freshmen to Atlanta Braves games. "We
want students to be happy," says
*Brit Katz, Emory's assistant dean
for.campus life.
It's a lot of pampering, of
course, and not all elite colleges are
doing this yet. But with the best students already being lured with
more tuition breaks and fancy
dorms, schools say they need more
enticements. Even smarter: While
the benefits are usually extended to
all students, they're relatively
cheap. "It's the icing on.the cake,"
says Karen Tidmarsh, dean of undergraduates at Bryn Mawr, which
has stocked up on videocameras for
students to borrow.
Kids certainly seem to notice.
Syracuse freshman Maryn Capozzolli says she's getting jealous of
the great perks at other schools, including tl).e free phmte her friend at
Sarah Lawrence got. Meanwhile,
she's paying extra to get Internet
access. "For the money we're pay-

W

irn:r

T think morp shnnlti hP in-

o.c.

Duke
Durham, N.C.

ffl'«

·•\'.·.,

DePaul
Chicago

.

·'4to-t Yev Mee~ T~ Succeed_

~

-··

Su~ bq the Sea
Harbor Branch, located in Fort Pierce, Florida, is internationally known for its ship and submersible operations and
research in marine science, biomedical marine research, aquaculture, and ocean engineering. Harbor Branch borders
· Indian River Lagoon, the estuary with the highest diversity in the United States. The lagoon's proximity facilitates
activities such as seining, sieving, snorkeling, and boat trips, that provide students exposure t9 a variety of local and
coastal habitats, including seagrass meadows, mangrove forests, salt marshes, intertidal .mudflats, sandy shores, beach
·
communities, and ne?rs~ore reefs.
.

Our courses are designed for advanced undergraduate and graduate
students. Florida Atlantic University accredits these courses.
Students wishing undergraduate credit should register for co~ at
the 4000 level; graduate student6 should register for courses at the
6000level.

·

· Summer A (May 12 - June 23)

CHM 4933/CHM05830 Marine Drug Discovery (3 credit lecture
and 1 credit lab) -.An in-depth look into the process of maririe
natural products drug discovery; including the interplay of.marine
biology, cell biology, microbiology, genomics, natural products
chemistry, and regulatory policy. Field trips and labs complement
lectures.

ITHE WALL STREET JOURNAL.

,,, ..~JTI19.Y!l~J!J&J~!.~g;i
.Subsidized laptops Next year, school will pay one-half the cost of a
laptop for all freshman on its Barat campus.

·.~~
..

BSC 4930/6936 Biological Oceanography (3 credit lecture) -The
distribution, production, and abundance of marine organisms
(plankton, benthos, and nekton) in relationship to their
environment.

Be successful in class and your career with The.Wall Street Journal - in print and online.
Subscribe t.oday! Visit subscribe.wsj.com/student or call 1·800·975·8602_
.

On-demand
movies

computers, printers and Mieluded;" says the 19-year-old from
croFridges. Another nicety: perFairfield, Conn.
sonalized birthday cakes, delivered
The trend started in the late '90s
for $18 apiece.
. ,
when flush schools started piling on
· Then there's Northwestern's
big-ticket luxuries like high-end
gyms (Yale) and condo-like dorms
new $400,000 Internet upgrade,
(Boston University). More recently,
which allows kids to watch cable TV
as the number of high-school graduon thelr computers-as many as 10
channels at once. The school's tour.
ates ballooned to the highest levels
since the early '80s-and competi- -guides make a point of talking up
the service with prospective stution for the top seniors intensifiedmore colleges started focusing on
dents.
fattening up scholarships. Indeed,
But while Northwestern's up81% of private-school students this - grade might be pricey, experts say
year are getting financial help from
it's not like schools are sacrificing
colleges, according to the National
to offer the freebies. To give all its
students Internet access next year,
Association of College and University Business Officers.
Cornell is tacking a $245 mandatory
The problem now: What else to
fee .onto room-and-board costs.
Other colleges say they give away
offer? For starters, Ohio Univ~rsity
bas turned some of its dorm rooms
Please turn to Next Page
into ::i l::inrl of s:r::irlP"Pts ::irlrlinP" frpp

Courses - Summer 2003
.,

'~.ooo minutes for, $18 a month;"free w_lreles5

'caHs

BSC 4930/6936 EUtrophication in the Marine Environment (3 credit
lecture) - An overview of how nutrients regulate the productivity and structure of marine ecosystems, with emphasis
·
on anthrpogenic effects.
BSC 4930/6936 Experimental Techniques for.Marine Fish (3 credit
lecture and 1 credit lab) - Overview of experimental techniques for
marine fish in captivity, including their chemical and physical
requirements, reproduction, development, nutrition, health, and
- . energetics.

Summer B (June 26 -August 8)
BSC 4930/6936-Global Change and the Marine Environment (3
credit lecture) - Overview of natural and-anthropogenic global
changes and their impacts on marine organisms and marine ·
ecosystems.
BSC 4930/6936 Marine Mammal Biology & Medicine (3 credit
lecture) - Overview of marine mammal biology and medicine, including behavior, husbandry, care, diseases, and conservation of .
marine mammals.

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL ill!MJF1!JS DM®No
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Apple Plans Online Music.Service

.,,..,

What's News

prise only about 5% of the global · many executives in Los Angeles
By Pm-WING TAM
market.
and at Apple's Cupertino, Calit,
In Business and Finance ·
and ANNA WILDE MATHEWS
headquarters. According to people
An Apple spokeswoman declined
to comment on the new service.
familiar with the matter, he manpple Computer Inc. will
Continued from Previous Page .
Critics say Apple Chief Execuaged to persqad~ many that his new
launch its own music serv, court-ordered bond·after an illinois
creation,
armed
with
Apple's
·tradetive
Steve
Jobs
has
marketed
his
ice in coming weeks with , products in the past as tools for getWorldCom
May
Get
judge reversed his earlier decision
mark elegance and simplicity, could
songs from all five major
that threatened to force the comting free online tunes and burning
win over consumers to the idea of . ~econd Chance
record labels.
pany into bankruptcy proce-edings.
them onto homemade compact
paying for Online music.
. The bond requirement stems
Instead of selling subApple's service will be competWorldCom Inc., which engidiscs-which
in
the
eyes
·of
many
, scriptions, the service, which will ·
from
a $10.1 billion judgment
ing- in a marketplace full of subneered the biggest accounting
recording executives enables the
be integrated with Apple's iTunes ·theft
against the company for deceiving
that
has
been
destroyingtheir
scription-based
online
services,
-infraud
in
corporate
history,
has
won
music software, is expected to focus
smokers that "light" cigarettes are
business. Mr. Jobs also has long
eluding those owned by the labels
strong creditor backing for a bank- · less harmful than regular ciga-"
on ·individual songs, charging conthemselves,
such
as
pressplay
and
ruptcy-reorganization
plan
and
criticized
the
online-music
services
rettes. llinois law· requires defensumers about 99 cents each for most
MusicNet. Another-difficulty will be
could emerge from Chapter 11 proalready offered by companies
dants to post the ftill amount of the
tracks.
that
·Apple~ like its competitors,
ceedings
as
early
as
September.
owned
by
the
labels
and
others
as
judgment,
plus interest, as bond,
People familiar with the matter
must compete with the availability _ WorldCom has secured backing
being difficult to use. He has main'said the service will be more conwhich
P.hilip
Morris·said it was untained that the only barrier facing
of unlimited free songs on Internee for. the plan from 90% of its credi- sumer-friendly than ·most of the
able
to
do.
Instead,
as a guarantee
peer-to-peer - swapping services.
tors, reaching a broader consensus
people who want_to enjoy online digduring jts appeal of the verdict, the
other legitimate online-music servThough the new Apple offering. is
faster ~han many expected in the
ices, with a simplicity that makes it . ital music is the lack of a good legitwill put a pre-existing $6
expected
to
have
a.
broad
catalog,
·
largest bankruptcy in U.S. history. . company
imate
service.
easy for consumers to purchase a
billion
long-term
note into escrow,
rights issues make it uiilikely that it In an effort to break from its scan~
To win over skeptical music-insong and move it to the popular Apand
pay
$8-00
million
to the account.
can match the selection of music dal-ridden past, WorldCom also
dustry offiGials, Mr. Jobs embarked
ple iPod devices. But it will only be
on a campaign by mee.ting with
from unauthorized bazaars.
pfans to change its name to MCI,
Odds &Ends
available to Mac users, who comthe big provider of long-distance
General Motors Corp. reported
telephone service it bought in 1998.
Many in the telecommunicasharply higher ·net income for its
tions industry dread the resurrecfirst quarter, crediting the increase
tion of WorldCom after an accountto strength in the North American
ing
fraud
that
is
expected
to
total
as
automotive sector and a gain from
Continued from Previous Page
Of course, not all schools play
ous freebies or services at a dismuch as $11 billion in overstated
the sale of its defense unit. ... U.S.
laptops, but only after-raising tuthe game, and some of the nation's
count. American University, for exindustrial output fell again in
revenues and profits. Some rivals
ample, is working with Cingular
ition to help pay for such perks. ·most selective schools say they're
fear a new round- of price wars as
March amid a sharp drop in utilities
Wireless so students can get bar- · the industry continues to reel from
Even when colleges can't pass on
wary of going this far to cater to
production,
as capacity use hit its
the charge for, say, cellphones, not
students. "We do nothing like that,"
gain cell service, while Cflix, a Cola huge glut of capacity. Competitors
lowest fevel mover a year.
orado media company, has conall students take advantage of them
says Don Betterton, financial-aid
such as AT&T Corp. and the reBy Jay Hers!Jey
tracted with Duke to give students
anyway. "It doesn't cost schools a
director at Princeton. In fact, exgional Bells have said WorldCom is
perts say _these extras come into
free cable shows and pay-per-view
lot to do it and they get credit for
being rewarded for its fraud by beHow to contact us:
it," says Seppy Basili; vice presiplay more at schools below the Ivies
movies.
ing allowed to remove the debt from
Campus Edition@wsj ~com
dent at test-prep company Kaplan.
that have a harder time distin"When you're spending $40,000
its books and stay in business. The
a year, you kind of -expect this
guishing themselves from competiStudents such as Zach Cardais
Bells, which are owed money by
AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
are discovering the goodies have
tors. "They're marketing gimstuff," says Annie Green, from
WorldCom,
say
it should be liqui• M.B.A. career-services offices
micks," says Joe Runge, a high- ~ · Bloomington, Ind. Indeed, choosing
their downsides. The Virginia Tech
dated and put out of business.
extend job-search help to alums .
sophomore spent so :i;nuch time usschool guidance counselor at
between the four colleges that accepted her, the 18-year-old settled
ing his unlimited Web-access to
Cincinnati Country Day.
A Reprieve
• How to tap the "hidden" job marSome even think the perks are
on Duke. What tipped the scales?
download music and chat with
ket
and retool your resume and
The smoothie bar, free sports tickfriends, · his grade-point average
ready to hit the next level, with a
Philip
Morris
For
cover
letter.
ets and temperature-controlled
dropped to a 2.4. "Now I log off and _ handful of universities looking to
dorms. "I'm definitely getting airAltria Group's Philip Morris
• Salary web sites bring compengo the library," says the 20-year-old
partner up with private businesses
USA division dodged a $12 billion
sation data into the public domain.
conditioning," she says.
so they can offer even more generfrom ~har_lotte, N.C.

A

College, .With All the Perks

OUR ·STANCE:

Flitt out of touch

with student concerns

-F

attention of the Student Government
rom his perch in the Office of the
President on the top floor of Millican Hall, Association, so much so that the SGA Senate
pas.sed a resolution in support of Sudia. (The
John Hitt seems out of touch with the
university itself has not officially commented·on
campus he directs. Rarely appearing on
the Sudia situation because of pending litiga- ·
campus or interacting with students, Hitt has
helped UCF to become one of Florida's largest
tion.) .
.
Still, Hitt .claims ignorance of the effort, and
and fastest-growing universities, but he has not
of the dozens of e-mails students have sent to
grown similiarly on students. Instead, students
him on Sudia's behalf. If Hitt followed the ·
. see their university's president as aloof to their
concerns, ignoring them altogether or putting · actions of the SGA Senate or read the articles in
the student newspaper, he would have a better
off action.
· idea what's going on at his university.
While Hitt has reached out to students
Indeed, if he spent more time around the
more this year with open forums, he still has not
campus, interacting with students and listening
paid enough attention directly to students. In
particular, Hitt claims he did nof know about the to their concerns, Hitt would know that a munber of students support Sudia.
campaign being waged by studentsJo save the
.-While Hitt's once-a-semester forums with
job of legal studies associate professor Diane
st~dents represent an attempt to connect with
Sudia, a campaign chronicled with news stories
them, he needs to make himself more available.
and editorials in the pages of this newspaper.
Granted, Hitt has a challenging job, trying to
The University tried last fall to fire Sudia,
whose unorthodox teaching style drew criticism appease a number of interested parties, but he
should pay more attention to student concerns.
from her peers and superi~rs. Yet that same
After all, students should be the people he tries
teaching sfyle earned Sudia the respect and
to please most.
admiration of her students.
Hopefully, Hitt finally will meet with stu- ·
Many of those students launched a highly
dents who have scheduled a meeting to talk
vi~ible campaign to "Keep Diane," complete
with him next week about Sudia. It would reprewith signs and T-shirts. They set up a table in
sent another step in the .right direction.
front of the Student Union. They attracted the

fftMtttl\\ .••

So far t10 weapot1s
of '\\ass destructiot1 •.• · ·
that Cati Ot11V l\\e8t1...
they tttust be it'l
Syria!

OUR S'TANCE:

Bush needs to·focus
attentions on.economy
-

War can solve things passivism can't..

.

W

ith the Iraqi war for the most part
- Still, he seemed determined to go to war with
behind him, President George W. Bush Iraq, despite the $80 billion price tag.
has finally decided to focus attention
Bush initially proposed a tax cut of $726
on the nation's a11emic economy.
billion for this year's budget, but most
Hoping to avoid the mistake of his father,
Democrats and even some moderate
who fought a success~ war against Iraq but
Republicans rightly questioned slashing taxes
neglected the economy and ultimately lost his
at a time of rising deficits, ·an unknown Iraq
re~election bid, the curre~t Pr~sident Bush now
war occupation and reconstruction costs. Both
says he sees the need _to revitalize the economy. houses of Congress proposed tax cuts, b1,1,t
He knows that he faces an ther eleCtion next
much less than Bush proposed.
year, and he cannot allow the economy to lan- On tax day, Bush decided he would accept
guish. - ·
a reduction of $550 billion, still far above the
Unfortunately, Bush insists that giving
$350 billion backed by the Senate. This vote in
· massive tax cuts to businesses and on stock
the Republican-controlled Senti.te last week ·
diVidends is the best way to revive the economy. stung the president in a time of war.
But most Ainericans currently disagree with
As the economy sputters through this
this approach, according to an Associated
lengthy recession, Bush need~ to work with
Press poll that says six out ono Americans
Congress and try new tecb.Iliques to get it going
believe this is not the time for tax cuts. While
again. Bush needs to realize that tax cuts may
Bush doesn't seem to mind giving tax breaks to work sometimes, but when they fail, he needs to .
the wealthy; he also doesn't seem to mind send- . try a different approach.
ing yoµng Amedcan tr.oops, 'many of th~m:i p(>pr
College students face a very shaky and ·
and in need of financial assistance, into harm's
uncertainjob)Ilarket·as they graduate from colway.
lege. They fear graduation aild the prospect of
.Tax cuts could help kick-sti:.µ1; the eeonomy; finding a job in an economy where jobs seem to
but Bush's first round of tax cuts twQ years ago vanish, but few seem to appear. UCF's Career
did not do the trick. Things have not improved
Resource Center says only 41 employers are
economically since then, and millions of jobs
currently registered for the May 8 Statewide
around the country have disappeared.
Job ·Fhlr. The fair last year featured more than
.
In his defense, Bush has faced challenges· · 100 employers. . that no one foresaw, namely the Sept. 11 terror· The economy needs to improve, and Bush
ist attacks and.the &,.ubsequent expenses
should think beyond tax cuts alone in an effort
required to vastly improve the nation's security. to make that happen.

Jhe "give up" philosophy is at it again. We
thought pacifism died out in this countrY. along
with our parents' ''let's-join-the-bandwagon· hippie
movement. But this idealistic philosophy seems to
have brainwashed some of our fellow UCF students
- many that still have a brain left despite drug
use.
·
Campus Pe~ce Action demonstrated their ·
hypocritical pacifism last Tuesday by storming what
was supposed to be a peaceful "Support the Troops"
gathenng. They-banged on war drums, dressed up_
like terrorists and had members lay on the ground
covered in rake blood.
The people onstage could barely hear one
another due to the drums. When I repeatedly told
them to keep it down, the drums got louder. One
peaceful demonstrator fell. to the ground and

claimed that I yelled at her.
.
·
She cried out. "You make me feel numb. Why
do you hate me?" Then just when I couldn't take
anymore of the passive aggression. she started with
the crocodile tears. Their passive aggression could
anger anyone.
.
Even the ants were.pissed off and were biting
the bodies on the ground covered in red corn syrup.
These hypocrites are just waiting for someone to
smack them so they can get a good photo opportunity while they sit and look like victims.
War is often unjustified. but WWII ended
Nazism, the Gvil War ended slavery. Wars ended
Stalin. Mussolini and terrorism. Yet like'parrots, the
pacifi~ts still repeat. "War doesn't solve a~ything."
-STEVEN HANKINS

. . Dissent is patriotic
Once again, a Central Florid,a Future reader
has demonstrated the intolerance that is slowly over- ·
taking America .
Jay Bellomo's letter to the editor. "Protesters
guaranteed the right to be stupid," published April
14, has resorted to name-calling and advocating violence' to suppress a stance he does ~ot ag~ee wi!h,
rather than an attempt to bolster h1s·pos1t1on with
critical thought and tact.
.
Free speech, for now at lea~ is a right established in and protected by the Constitution.
Apparently, the author feels only conservative free
spaich _is protroed. and ar.iy~y with an opposing .
viewpoint should stand by in silence, or suffer physically for exercising it.
This is precisely the sort of action practiced
under Stalin and Hussein. Our founding fathers created the Constitution and Bill of Rights to prevent
this country from descending into tyranny.
Unfortunately, it is the very attitude of the

author that has placed this country at great risk by
smothering all debate concerning the actions of this
administration r~arding Iraq.
· fu much as the news media and the administration would like us to believe. our soldiers in Iraq
are spilling their blood not in the name of defend- ·
ing our freedoms (as the author contend?). but in
the name of oil and empire.
.
·
A true support-the-troops position means
bringing the.m home safely, rather than advocating
thei'r deaths .i!l an illegal invasion. The anti-war protest;ers understand .this; apparently the pro-war supj)erte~ 00 ROt.

.

.

·To protest clearly anti-American acrions is not
stupid but is the highest form ·of patriotism. Only
when we exercise our rights and liberties as
Americans can we hope to protect them; anything less is cl~rly sedition.
· -STEVEN MffOlfll

I• .

-"If you want a.symbolic gesture, don't-burn the fiag; wash it."
.

- NORMAflf TH0~1~

.

CORRECTION
Due to an editing error. an article by Ben Baird. "Kir!ew exonerated of charges," published April 14. incorrectly
...... stated that Brian Kirlew vowed to run for student body president in 2004. Kirlew did .not state he would run next year.

"

)
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·P.hoto'grafihiC~imag~s
.itre·not.reallj reality
GLENN

M cN A TT

THE BALTIMORE SUN

The picture, which
appeared in the Los Angeles
Times, theBaltirrwre Sun and·
other newspapers, seemed to
depict a British soldier and
Iraqi civilians during figh,ting_in
Basra, Iraq. Taken by a Los ·
Angeles Times photographer,
the image turned out to be-a
composite of two photographs
.that had been digitally spliced
together.
When the deception was
discovered, the T.imes published a correction, citing its
policy against altering the con- ·
tents of news photographs, and
· fired the photographer.
·
The incident was mainly
seen and discussed as a matter
of journalistic ethics. But it also
higblights what long has_been
recognized as photography's
dual character: A photograph
may look real but it is not reality. It is an image that, unlike
other kinds of images, possesses the ·unique ability to compel
belief in.the truthfulness of
what it represents.
Photography's ability to
look_ real, even when .it isn't,
can be a photojournalist's
downfall. But, for artists, the
same duality has been a great
wellspring of creativity.
From Cindy Sherman's
fake film stills to the fantastic
photo collages of Margi
Geerlinks and Anthony
Goicolea, one of the persistent
themes of contemporary art
· photography has been an insistence on the absolu.te unrelia- .
bility of photographs as measures of truth.
Indeed, much contemporary art photography deliberately sets out to convince viewers that the images it presents
have only the most tenuous
relationship to reality.
Yet, in the world of journalism - as in-many other (ields
- photography retains the
authority of the truthful eyewitness report. It is considered as
highly credible evidence-; and
news organizations go to great
lengths to protect the integrity
of the images they f>Ublish. For
journalists, altering or manipulating a news photograph is
tantamount to fabricating reality and is regarded as a kind of
fraud.
These two ways of thinking

"obje.ctivity" was also one
about photography- as illusionistic images and as credible cause of the resistance to its
evidence - co-exist today in
acceptance as art, since, unlike
the globalized ocean of imagery. painting, sculpture and draw' Simply in order .to understand . ing, its effects were thought not
what is going on, people conto depend ·on the creative vision
stantly make instant deci~ions
of the artist.) .
about which-images to regard ·
Though American artists
as "real" and which not.
Alfred Stieglitz, Edward
Controversy over the reali- Weston, Ansel_Adams and othty of images predates the
.ers had lpng championed pho.invention of photography; of
tography as art, the widespread
course. The biblical account of
view of photography as a mere ·
transcription of reality only . ·
.the ancient Hebrews' worship
oHhe golden. calf is one of earli- . began to change in the 1970s,
with the appearance of a new
est ~ecorded instances of.people confusing images with reali- generation of postmodern photographers.
ty - and probably led to.later
prohibitions against graven
Cindy Sherman, whose
"Untitled Film Stills" repre. images in both .Judaism and
Islam. ,
sents a bridge between tradiChristian religious imagery tional photography and the new
conceptual art, deliberately set
was tolerated by the early
out to subvert photography's
church µ,s a way of communi· eating t:µe faith to a largely illit- claim to truthfulness.
erate populace. Even so,
Sherman's cleverly posed
photographs, which purpprted
Medievai Christian imagery
to be production stills from
was deliberately otherworldly
and abstract.
.1950s-era B-movies, were in
But with the rise of a new
fact wholly fabricated images of
cinematic heroines who never
pictorial naturalism during the
existed; starring in films that .
Renaissance, the distinction
between "real" and "unreal"
were never made.
images again became a matter
Yet so convincing was the
illusion that many people insistof. some importance~
ed that they actually rememIn 1573, for example, the
bered having seen the "movies"
Venetian painter Paulo
Veronese was hauled before the from which Sherman's "stills'"
were taken - even though the
Inquisition on charges of
whole thrust of her work practiheresy arising from certain· figcally cried out to the viewer:
ures he had i:iicluded in a mon"This photograph is a lie!" ·
umental painting of the Last
Since then, art photograSupper.
The inquisitors complained phy has moved further and further from the idea that photothat in this holiest of scenes,
graphs are "true." At the same
the painter - famous for his
inventiveness in portraying bib- time, photojournalism as a form
of news has made people more
lical personages as brilliantly
dependent than ever on piccostumed contemporary
tures as a way of understand· Venetians - had dared depict
ing their world.
sueh questionable characters
Perhaps the lesson is simas "buffoons, drunkards,
Germans, dwarfs and similar ~ ply that the ocean of imagery in
which we live has enormously . ·
vulgarities."
·
complicated our relationship to
With the invention of phoreality.
tography, camera images -·
By creating a duplicate
replaced paint and canvas as
the primary medium for record- world of pictures that stands
between us and the real world,
· ing optical reality. Early practiphotographs have shrunk the
tioners described the new
dimensions of space and time
medium as the ' 'pencil of
nature" and the ' 'mirror with · that once separated people. But
they also have.further blurred
a memory." Such metaphors
the distinction between image
expressed the widely held view
that photography was an objec- and reality.
The doctored war photo:..
tive medi.um whose images
were p:ro'duced "aufomatically," graph is just one more example
of how difficult it is becoming to
independent of human subjectell the difference between the
tivity.
(The idea of photography's two.
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Sweep of Dolphins
·gives the Knights
Adantic Sitn lead

.

ADAM RoscHE I CFF

Jania Shinhoster hit her 12th double of the season in the second game of
Sunday's doublefleader against Jacksonville.

Softball team has won eight
coeference games in a row
ASHLEY BURNS
· STAFF WRITER

The UCF women's softball team didn't seem to be
challenged at all this past
Sunday as the Knights easily took two games from the
Dolphins .of Jacksonville
·university. A stunning combination of near-perfect
pitching and fast bats
helped the Knights improve
their record to 32-23 overall.
The .sweep also moved the
Knights 'into the top spot in
the Atlantic Sun Conference
with an 11-3 league record.
The Knights won the
first game 4-0 as senior
Dottie Cupp pitched 'yet
another one-hitter, giving
her a 15-9 overall record.
Cupp struck out seven
Dolphins and walked only
one.
The Knights gave Cupp
the only offense she would-

ADAM RoSCliE I CFF

Dottie Cupp threw a one-hitter in the
first game of UCF's doubleheader
against JU. The Knights won 4-0.

need in the third inning.
Right fielder Rachelle
Schmidt reached on an
error in the bottom of the
inning and advanced to sec- ·
ond on a Jen Whitley
ground out. Stephanie Best
PLEASE SEE

Sawyer ON 16

Competition tight for ·
Atlantic ·SUn track title
another runaway.
"Nobody has that many
good peop~e. It will be a much
The injury bug hit the more open championship,"
UCF women's track team Mansur-Wentworth said "FAU
hard this indoor season, but. looks strong. Their athletesCoach Marcia Mansur- are competing really well. On
We:fitworth's squad never low- paper they're definitely the
ered its expec~ations.
team to beat."
The team's goals are still
The Knights have their
within reach as the Golden w:ork_cut out for them. They
Knights prepare to host the have won five conference
· Atlantic Sun Conference championships, including the
Championship meet this last three in a row, but·
weekend at the UCF track and Mansur-Wentworth said she
field complex .
doubts other teams will be
Last season UCF earned intimidated
' its· third consecutive confer- ·
"If anything, that's _a
ence title by lapping the field, :weakness," . she
said.
ta!lying'a; whopping208 points, "Everybody wants to knock us
· an Atlantic Sun all-time best. off. They're all gunning for us.
This .year the field is much They probably feel like this is
·more - even.
Mansur- their year, we're down, they
Wentworth said 130 points can get ·us. I know if I was at
might be enough 'to win, and
. · there would certainly not be

SETTING THE

JON SCROGGINS
STAFF WRITER

Coast Community College, riding high with a softball
scholarship for the fledgling program. Normally a rookie
program.wouldn't make a big impact or put up a high
Ther~ is something special about a pitcher who can
amount of wins. Cupp and the rest of the 2002 inaugural
throw a one-hit, complete-g'3.Ille shutout. When Golden squad introduced UCF softball to the A-Sun Conference
Knights' ace Dottie Cupp walked off the mound this past with an astonishing 46-19 record. The Knights finished
Sunday; it was just another day at the office. Mos~ pitch- third in the conference, as well as going 12-6 against their
ers, baseball and softball, would pray for simply a win, let new rivals. Cupp didn't have to step up as a leader,
i;tlone a one-hitter. Fbr Cupp, though, the scoreinstead she chose to. ·
less innings just roll off of her fingers.
"There's always the pressure to win. It's a
What makes this senior pitcher so special
brand new program, so UCF took a chance on
isn't the fact that she has a cannon for an arm or
us last year," Cupp said. "Being the first year,
that she can baffle any batter and turn around
we had something to prove."
and hit the long ball off an unexpected adversary
Cupp did more than prove the worthiness
Cupp has taken a 2-year--0ld program and made
of tl$ squad. In her first season, and while
it into an immediate contender in the Atlantic
assuming the role of staff ace as a junior, -she
Next game
Sun Conference. But she doesn't have to carry
· earned a spectacular record of 26-6, while fan· the burden of being on a young team alone, she"" UCF vs Troy St.
ning 213 batters on the season. Her bat also
5 p.m. Friday
. has.created a cohesive unit with her leadership
provided support to her own cause as she batat Troy St.
.
and experience.
Cupp transferred to UCF in 2002 from Gulf
ASHLEY

Buirns

STAFF WRITER

Sports• tS
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Fox's career night

leads UCF over USF ·
But this time, his third start of
the season, Fox would show the
great talent that spurred on those
Two words into a post-gnme expectations and convinced the
interview, UCF Coach Jay Arizona Diamondbacks to draft
Bergman perfectly summarized him coming out of high school. He
:tµs team's 10-6 victory at Jay went a career-long 6 2/3 inning8
Bergman Field on Tuesday night and rec_o rded a career-high 11
over state rival University of South ·strikeouts en route to the first win
Florida (24-13).
of his collegiate careei:
"Matt Fox/' Bergman said.
. "It feels real good," Fox said.
Indeed Fox (1-2) was the story "Tonight I just felt under control. I
on a beautiful .night for a ball had all my stuff, I was able to
gnme, a contest that concluded a throw strikes where I wanted and
three-gnme series between the two I was able to get.my curveball over
schuols that took place over the for a strike. I should do that every
past three Tuesdays. USF · had night."
won the first two in Tampa rather
Almost from the beginning, it
handedly, knocking Fox around for appeared that things would go the
three runs and six hits in 4 2/3 Golden Knights' way. After Jeff
innings over both gum.es.
Baisley got a one-out single for the
That served as a microcosm Bulls in the top of the first, he
for the sophomore's season, as the attempted to steal second with
sometimes shortstop, sometimes Myron-Leslie at the plate. The ball
pitcher had seemed to struggie all got away from catcher Drew
the time in a year that began with Butera for a moment, but he recovmuch promise.
ered to peg Baisley at second. USF
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Knights have
edge in dista!J.ce,
field·events
FR_9M PAGE

ADAM RoscHE I CFF

Sophomore Matt Fox pitched a career-high 6 2/3 innings in UCF's 10-6 win over South Florida. His 11 strikeouts were also a career be-st.
Coach Eddie Cardieri caine out to
argue that the ball hit Leslie, but to
no avail.
That" play proved pivotal, as
Leslie followed with a double that

would have easily scored Baisley
from second. Fbx worked out of
trouble by getting the next batter
to ground out to the second baseman.

. The Knights got on the board
in the bottom of the first, with
Ryan . Bear kno-c king in Nathan
PLEASE SEE

Knights ON 17

Time to

14

one of our rival schools, that's
wh!lt I'd...~ telling my girls. We're
not '@ing' to~ let them ·.beat us -:
~,,,

If her team is to win, MansurWentworth - knows where to
expec;t good finishes.
'We should be strong in the
high jump, the long distance stuff
and the throws. Those are the
places where we can put a gap
between us and FAU," MansurWentworth said
She said they would try to
outsoore FAU in the distance and
field events and then hold on for
the win.
Mansur-Wentworth also said
she expects outstanding performances from two seniors, Erica
Garcia and Kelly Roloff.
"I -know Kelly and Erica,
they've .won three straight, they
. certainly-don't want to lose their
senior year," Mansur-Wentworth
said 'We need Erica Garcia: to
repeat what she did last year in
the 100, then we're hoping she
can do1he same thing in the 200."
Roloff will again compete in
a multitude of events: high jump,
long jump, triple jump and fwo
relays.
"She's a big utility runner,"
Mansur-Wentworth said 'We can
count on her to compete, even
when she's tired."
A IJ.ew addition to this year's .
conference championship meet
will be the 3000-meter steeplechase, an event in whiqh ·freshmanAndrea Morrow has excelled
all season. Andrea Smith of
· Georgia State is the conference's
fast~st athlete in~ the event, · but
Mansur-Wentworth said Morro~
wotild give Smith a run for her
money.
"She'dlike to win. The girl in
front of her [has -been faster] by
about 15 seconds, and that's a lot
to make up: but I know she'd like
to win and she11 compete hard,"
.Mansur-Wentworth said.
The championship meet
begins today and concludes
Friday.

Gra·d uation Celebration
.

*

l\1onday, April 21 ~ 2003
10:00a.Ill.-4:00p.Ill.
at the UCF Bookstore

The UCF Bookstore invites the graduating class of 2003
to Graduation Celebration. Make hotel reservations, order
class rings, join the Alumni Association, and pick up .your
graduation _ticketsif. This is also the first day for cap and
gown pick-up, which alln\vs you to take.your senior picture by
·Bob Knight Photography in your own regalia! Other exciting
participants include Kaplan Test Prep, eGrad, Hard Rock Vault,
Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream, Career Resource Center and many more·!
"Tickets distributed by the UCF Arena.

UCF
P

Bookstore

~RTQlRVED~-

H

0

T

0

...and man~T
· more! ·

Your On·campus Store 4000 Central Florida Blvd. Orlando, Fl 3281.6
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Cupp finished last season with a 26-6 record and 213 strikeouts. This season the senior is 15-9 with an Atlantic Sun best 158 strikeouts. She is second on the team with a 1.70 ERA and has a .270 batting average.

Cupp~is lone.senior on.young team
Sun with 158 strikeouts.
Cupp's modesty on the issue is
ted .257 on the season with six evident, but her numbers
home runs · and 10 doubles. Cupp super~de her words. On her tenand center fielder Jania Shinhoster dency to be near perfect the staff
were given the honor of being the ace explained: "It always feels good;
first Knights in the history of the when I'm throwing well. I started
program to be named to the All- the year a little slow. I haven't felt
Region team.
anymore pressure. I was just
Most .critics and skeptics pumped up and ready to go."
would expect that a repeat perBeing the only senior on the
formance of the phenomenal inau- team does apply one pressure that
gural season would be tough to Cupp cannot escape. Once this seadeliver, especially after having an son is over, she will have to leave
arthroscopy on her pitching shoul- her teammates. With a 12-3 conferder. With the addition of nationally ence record and three more conferranked teams like US:E Florida and ence series to g'O, the Knights are
Florida State, the Knights, as well facing a great opportunity to make
as Qupp, looked due for a sopho- it into the A-Sun Tournament.
more slump.
Reg'al'dless of how this season pans
_ Cupp, however, felt no con- out, Cupp has given her all to UCF's
ce'rn.
new program, and that all is more
"I like that the level of compe- than enough. Cupp feels very optitition really increased this year," mistic about where the team-will g'O
she said. "I think that's r eally good after she leaves.
for our program, becau e _without
"I think that we've done well,"
that you can't grow and flpurish." · she said. "One thing that we're
Cupp's biggest challenge for looking to bring to this conference
this season wasn't coming off of is consistency. We b.ave other leadsurgery, but having to deal with ers on the team and they have
being the only senior on the squad. stepped up."
Once again, sp.e really show~d rio
. Cupp's confidence is high ·for
concern.
women's collegi,ate softball in gen:
"I have more experience at the eral.
"Right now softball is really
collegiate level and I've got more to_
share with my fellQw teammates," _ growil;Lg throughout the United
Cupp said. "I kind of have to be the . States," she said. "They're bringing
leader on the field, and I try not to ba~k the women's professional
let thing8 get to me."
league next year. With that, more
For the most part of' the 2003 people are going to pick up the
season,· Cupp hasn't let anything sport. It's going to become more
get to her. Cupp's record of 15-9 is mainstream. Three years ago they
misleading. Five of h~r nine losses didn't show any NCAA tournament
were within two runs. Yet looking games, they only' showed the
into those.. wins, the Knights' key Finals. Now they're -showing the
hurler has pitched two 3-bitters, a whole tournament."
two-bitter, two 1-bitters and a no
"I think that UCF, with the
bitter at Belmont. If those games added facilities, when they put the
aren't impressive enough, she man- lights in, will only help the program
aged to no-bit No. 16 FSU's.batters · and more people are going to want
for six innings. Cupp has a 1. 70
ERA this season and leads the APLEASE SEE Cupp oN 17
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Sawyer·continues A-Sun dominance.
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then drove in Schmidt for the only necessary
run of the game with a base hit to center field.
Best added two more runs and some fireworks
in the bottom of the fifth, when she hit her 15th
home run of the season, a two-run blast to left
center, scoring Schmidt again. Kaycee Clark
drove in Nikki Green for the fourth run of the
game in the bottom of the sixth with a sacrifice
fly to center.
·
Cupp's two wins this weekend creates high
momentum for the staff ace heading into the ·
four remairiing A-Sun series, but she refuses to
let it break her concentration.
'We've got to focus on South Florida this
Wednesday. We've got to go one game at a time,
and they're next on our list," Cupp said.
Keeping with the theme of near-perfect
· pitching, junior Taylor Sawyer threw her own
masterpiece in the second game, which the
Knights won 6-1. Sawyer gave up only-four hits
in the late afternoon while striking out five
Dolphins. Lindy Oakley provided all of the early
offensive entertainment for the Knights when
she crushed a line drive double to Jeft center,
scoring Cupp · and Lindsay Bush. Oakley
advanced to third on an illegal pitch by
Jacksonville pitcher Katie Dobson, and tl!en
scored on a wild pitch by Dobson.
.
The Dolphins fought back and cut into the
'
ADAM RoscHF. i CFF
Knights' lead when Janine Palumbo barely beat Junior Taylor Sawyer gave up only four hits and no earned
out a double play throw by Best, scoring Ronda runs in UCF's 6-1 win over Jacksonville in garne two Sunday.
Campo. Campo, however, had reached . on an
the sixth and seventh to pick up the complete
error, making the tun unearned for Sawyer.
The Knights fired back in the bottom of the game and build her record to 14-10 on the seafourth, when center fielder Jania Shinhoster son.
. Sawyer, pleased with the run support that
drilled a long double off the right center fence.
Green Joined her on the bases with a bunt base _ her teammates gave her, said: 'We're hitting
hit. Bush followed with a deep single to left, very well right now, so it makes "it easier to get
scoring $hinhoster. Oakley loaded the bases out there and pitch~ You don't have to worry
with a single to left, and Clark hit a bloop single about one- or two-run support."
The Knights continue their assault on the
to center, scoring Green. Schmidt brought Bush
home with single to right, giving the Knights a A-Sun with a doubleheader at Troy State on
6-1 lead.
·
Friday before heading to Mercer for two games
Sawyer was able to retire the .Dolphins in Saturday.

a
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Knights'hostS ~lOrida
Atlatitit this weekerid
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· forthe Knights, and Pe~ Brown.
· Md three ,to extend bis llj.tting ·- ·
Kragt with .a triple that Bulls streak to 11 games. Wallace, a
right fielder Bryan Hierlmeier senior third baseman-first
appeared to lose in the sun, and oaseman, went . 3-for-3 and fin..; "
Rich Wallace brought Bear. ished With a career-high five
home with a ·double off the ieft- RBis.
field wall.
.
"I just felt good and got a
"[UCF scoring early] gave bunch of pitches to hit and didme a little confidence," Fox said · n't miss them," Wall.ace ·said.
"I could get ahead of the hitters "The ball looks real big right
morewith the.fastball knowing I now." ·
had a little leaq to work with." ·
USF did finally get to Fox in
Indeed it did seem. to settle ._the seventh, getting a three-run
Fox down, as he retired 15 of the , homer off.the bat of Racbllil and
next 16 batters he faced, allow~ chasing Fox with two outs and. a
ingjust a single to Scott Rachlin man · on first. -Ryan Ramsey
in the fifth inning.
· ·
relieved Fox and aj.l,owe(l 'that
Meanwhile UCF just kept runne:t to score, .pinning Fox
scoring, chasing Bull st'arter with four earned runs and
Matt Ingram (1-2) after just two skewing his pitching.line. .
inningB and scoring two runs in
Still, ·his performance was
each of the first six innings refreshing for a Knight team .
except the second. Kragt got his that has struggied .to find solid
first career home run in the pitching during weekday
-fourth, a two-run shot off the games. It also extended the left-field foul pole, and Wallace team's winning streak to tWo~ ~
. got his third of the year with a after it lost a season-worst four
blast to left-center ,field in the in a row. That momentum could
fifth. That marked the Knights' be key as UCF (24-15, 8-7) takes
first multi-homer game of the on the Atlantic Sun's top teain, ,
season.
.
Florida Atlantic (32-9, 16-5), at · _.
' "We haven't been doing home this.\ veekend.
.,.,_.'.
that early, we':ve been waiting to
" M~tt ·¥ Fox did tonight
the seventh and eighth inningfo exactly what we've been wait·score," Bergman said. "For us ing for him to do," Bergman
to get out there and get our 10 said. "Couldn't come at a more
runs in the fust six innings was opportune time because we've
pretty good for our baseball been struggiing. For -him to go
team." ·
out and give us seven innings
Kr~gt, Bear, Butera and like that was a big, big boost for .
Jon dooper each ·had two hits us."
FROM PAGE
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Cupp is undecided about
pOst-UCF softball career
cided about: her future in the
sport that she has devoted her
to come, especially if you're win:- college life to, her past and presIling and you have the nicest, ent are certain. Cupp has been a
state-of-the-art facilities.
winning gift not only to the softThe. sky's the limit for the ball team, _but to·UCF sports as .
UCF fastpitch team, but the a "\tj;lole.
question of Cupp's softball'life .
-_ Stars
like
Daunte
after UCF remains.
Culpepper ap.d Michelle Akers
"I don't know yet. There will come and go at UCF. As
may be. I played a little bit of much · as. we mention such
international ban after_~y soph- names in hjgh regard, we should
omore·year in college and that - ·aiways remember to include the
was fun. I'd like to do that quiet ·superstars like Cupp. As
- again," Cupp- said. "If it isn't long as th~re are seats at the
there, it's not the. end ·of the UCF Softball Complex, people
world. I might like to coach at will continue to come and watch
some point, but I haven't really the pridel? of ·ucF that are the
made up my lllind yet.''
Dottie Cupp of the present and
While Cupp remains unde- the Dottie Cupps that will follow.
FROM PAGE 16
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Lightweight boat finishes 4th
finish in the top three in their
heat · on Saturday. They then
went on to oompete in the grand
The ·UCF women's rowillg final on Sunday, finishing 'fourth
team return0d home last week- overall with a time of 7:15.7.
The varsity 8+ boat, made
end ooming off their participation-in the Knecht Cup, in Cherry up of rowers Kristen tarson,
Anne Cooper, Amy Price, Crystal
Hill, NJ.
The Knights only had two Weiss, Tanya Kleisler, Maya
boats make the trip up to New Fluharty, Christy Collier, Becky
Jersey, the lightweight 8+ r and Meale and coxswain Sheila
the varsity 8+. The lightweight. Marti, came up just short of
8+, consisting of rowers, Tiffany advancing to the grand final.
Richmond, Lauren Gombar, The boat finished· fourth in its
Lindsay Wood, ffeather Seward, heat, but went on to do well in
Tiffany Beck, Laura Brad, · the petite finals held on Sunday.
Starting this Friday; the
Kristen Kesse:r, Katherine Mote·s
and coxswain Summer Taylor, Knights will be competing in the
fared verywell, advancing to the Southern.Intercollegiate Rowing
grand finals. In order to Championship in Oak Ridge,
advance, the lightweights had to Tenn.
JON KUTILEK
STAFF WRITER

Orlando's.Premier .S tudent Living Community
• Individual Leases
· • Fully FUrnished Apartments
+Utilities included in Rent
• FREE Internet Access in Every Bedroom
• FREE Cable with HBO, ESPN and More
. • FRU Student Computer Lab
• FREE State-of-the-Art Fitness Facility
·• Roommate Matching Service Available
• Walking distance to UCF
••• And Much More!
*Rents and Incentives subject to change.

G)EQUAlHOUSallCi
OPPOltTUlllTY

N

~

A -

Jefferson. Commons
11841 Jefferson Commons Cir.
Orlando, FL. 32826
.407.382.4114
www.jeffer~oncommons·orlando.com

..
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Where UCF Students Want to be...

A-Sun softball standings ·
Teams
UCF
Florida Atlantic
Troy State
Mercer
Stetson
Georgia State
Jacksonville State
Samford
Jacksonville
Campbell
Belmont
Gardner-Webb

A-Sun
WL Pct.

Overall
WL T

Pct.

11 3

32 23
28 24
33 18
26 16
29 9
19 27
33 9
23 14
23 29
21 25
8 30
12·32

.582
.538
.647
.619
.763
.413
.786
.622
.422
.457
.218
.272

.786
.750
9 3
11 4 .733
.700
7 3
.643
9 5
.600
9 6
.563
9 7
.563
9 7
6 14 .300
5 II .313
5 13 .278
3 17 .150

A-Sun baseball standings
Teams

Pct.

Florida Atlantic
Stetson
Jacksonville State
Belmont
Gardner-Webb
Troy State
UCF
Georgia State
Jacksonville
Campbell
Samford
Mercer

16
13
13
13
12
10
8
10
10
9
5
4

.762
.619
.619
.619
.571
.556
.533
.476
.476
.375
.238
.190

32
23
21
17
22
20
23
19
17
14
10
9

11

9
15
16
13
15
16
15
18
19
21
25
27

.780
.605
.568
.567
.595
.556
.605
.513
.472
.400
.286
.250

Atlantic Sun Men's Tennis Championship schedule .
Today
M5:
M6:
M7:
M8:

UCF vs. nJ/FAU
Stetson vs. Belmont/Samford
TSU vs. Campbell/Gardner-Webb
GSU vs. JSU/Mercer

11:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

Match 5 winner vs. Match 6 winner
Match 7 winner vs. Match 8 winner

1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

Match 9 winner vs. Match 10 winner

1:30 p.m.

Friday
M9:
MlO:

• FREE ETHERNET
• Cable, electric allowance,
water & sewer M.L included
• Computer lab
• Fitness center
• Sand.volleyball court

Overall
L Pct.

w

15
16
17

Amenities

"

A-Sun
w L
5
8
8
8
9
8
7
II

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
0

Fully-furnished, spacious 3 and 4 bedroom ·
apartment homes with indi~idual lease protection

• 2 sparkling pools.
with tiki bar
• Beautiful lakeside
setting.
• Full size washer/dryer
• Free roommate
matching service

Located on McCulloch Road iust outside the UCF North Gatel
For More Info Call:

366-7474 -

Saturday
Mll:

Atlantic Sun Women's Tennis Championship schedule
·Today
M5:
M6:
M7:
M8:

Campbell vs. JSU/Belmont
TSU vs. Stetson/Gardner-Webb
UCF vs. JU/Samford
FAU vs. GSU/Mercer

9a.m.
9a.m.
2p.m.
2p.m.

Match 5 winner vs. Match 6 winner
Match 7 winner vs. Match 8 winner

10 a.m.
10 a.m .

Match 9 winner vs. Match 10 winner

10 a.m.

Friday
M9:

MIO:

..

Saturday
Mll:

fJ

4EVER KNIGHTS is.a great way to get involved, meet
other spirited UCF students and start networking with UCF
alumni. As a student member of the UCF Alumni
Association you can begin making those lifelong
connections today.
Be part of one of UCF's largest organizations on campus.
Students today-Alumni Forever!

~-------------~-------------------~------------,

Start the new semester out right, get involved today!

Hf ALUMNI A!IOCIAllON

For more
information visit
www.ucfalumni.com
or call
(407) UCF-ALUM

,,,

~~---~-----------------------------------------~
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Highlights of .t~e

Freshmen on
a.fa5ter tiack

_cultural_calendar

KRISTIN DAVIS

[ -_-.Day~ a ~
~ week·

STAFF WRIT-ER

LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER

Freshman year brings · about
changes. For most ~oung adults,_it is
, their first chance to live with
strangers, make d isions without
parental consent · d survive on
Ramen Noodles.
As the semester c:traws to a clos.e, ,
freshmen are on .the brink of moviug up the · university's Jood chain and
becoming·sophomores.
But new evidence reveals that
today's college freshmen seek something more._ Results from the
American Council on Education and
research from - the University of
California-Los Angeles show that in
· general, this year's freshman . class
spent less time partying, paid more
attention to grades and took greater
initiative to get jobs than did first-year
students in 2001.
Freshman Brm~ Jeffers said college is the perfect opportunityio devel- .
op a network of contacts who can
- assist him in acquiring a well-payii;lg
.position after graduation.
·
"I hope to learn sltills that I can
actually apply to my career in the next
few years," tli~ 19-year-old said.
Jeffers' transition ·from. high
school to college was smooth due to
- his initial efforts to get involved at
UCF. He is active in the LEAD Scholars ·
program, Honors College, Baptist
Collegiate . Ministry, Fellowship of
Christian Athletes and plays futramural sports for basketball, hockey, fiag
- football and soccer.
Robert Harman, director of the
UCF Counseling and Testing Center,
said that those - students who.. .- get
involved on campus as freshmen are
more likely to be satisfied with their
college experience than those _w~o
aren't involved with any activities out- ·
side of the classroom.,
"The students having the best
time in college seem to be tbe ·ones
that are·connected with the comm.unity," Harman said.
Grades also affect whether freshmen are satisfied with thefr college
experience. "One of th~ complaints we
are hearing most .frequently is 'from
freshmen that feel depressed because
they are doing .poorly in · school,"
Harman said. ·
Freshman James.Pittman, 19, can
relate: · He is retaking a class this
semester.that he fajled in the fan.
"I've learned some hard less.ons
this year," he said. "I worked my butt
off in my calculus class and I still
received an F for the course. That kind
of thillg never happened to ,me ·in high
school. I've· never put so much effort
into a class and not gotten the final
grade I desired as a result." .
Although Pittman said his parents
are disappointed when he d_oesn't
receive his usual r~port card of .N.s and
B's, they try not to put too much pressure on him academically.
"It's easyto fall behindyourfreshman year," he said. "You really have to
·learn to manage your time well. Your
parents aren't there to inake-sure you
get up to go to school anymore."
M~y freshmen also find that parents no longer act as their personal
piggy banks.
Freshman Denisha Jenkins had
to take on a lot of financial responsi-

Thursday, Ajril 17
~War -in Iraq: What comes next?'
· The Office of the Special Assistant to
- the President for Global-Perspectives is
sponsoring retired U.~. Gen. Wesley K.
Clark. former NATO Allied Supreme
Commander. to speak to faculty and:- . staff on the implications of this Gulf
War and the rebuilding of Iraq. The presentation will run from .10 a.m. to
11:30 a.m. in the Cape Florida Ballroom.
Room 316 of the Student Union: 407823-0935.

Friday, April 18
UCF Guitar Concert _·
The OCF Music Department hosts its
fourth annual Spring Guitar Night. a
free concert featuring students from
the Uff Guitar Studio and the Guitar ·
Ensemble. Performance starts at 8 p.m.
in the Rehearsal Hall; 407-823-2869.

Saturday, April 19
Shakespeare with a twist
Fall River Productions presents "R&J."
aShakespearean adaptation about four
Catholic school boys who gather in secret to re-interpret "Romeo and - ·
Juliet:" The show begins at 8 p.m. ·at
the Temenos Ensemble Theater. 300 W.
Church St.; $10 for students. $15 for
others: 407-398-6900.

_Sunday, Apri~ 20
Birds-eye view
Anew pbotography.exhibit. "Journey
to the.Roof of the World," features
works by Florida artist Jan Herrick,
whose_pieces also will be on display in
the gift shop of the Orlando Museum
of Art The museum is open from 12
p,m_ to 5 p.m. Sunday; 2416 N. Mills
AVe.; $6 adults. $5 for students with
!(); 407-896-4231. -

BRETI HART I CFF

Senior Shannon Flesch takes a few minutes to relax and-reflect'outside after a hectic and stressful day.

Monday, April 21
'hnt Night' ,
Room 3 Nine hosts a weekly event in
which. participants can rant about· any .
topic for three minutes. When they
finish, audience members can buy
another three minutes for the ranting
individual for $1. Proceeds benefit the
Temenos Ensemble Theatre. The event
begins at 9 p.m. at 39 N. Orange Ave:
$3 cover; 21 and up; 407-841-0390.

Tuesday, April ll
1aking ·Back Sunday' in concert
Punk band Taking Back Sunday
: performs at DowntQwn Disney's House
·of Blues to promote their-latest release.
"Tell All Your Friends." Bands Autumn
to Ashes. Recover and Count the Stars
are opening acts. Doors open at 6:30
p.m. and show starts at 7 p.m.:
Downtown Disney WestSide; $12' in
·,
. advance. $14 day of show: 407-9342583.
' •.

Wednesday, April 23
An established Hip-Hop option
AKA Lounge hosts· its weekly tradition
of live hip-hop and R&B with local
artist Anduze for "Underground
Invasion." Doors open at 9 p.m. at 68
E. Pine St; $3 cover; 21 and up; 407839-370Z
'

Thursday, April 24
A'Sublime' new band
Back Booth hosts Long Beach Short
Bus. the latest project band made up
of members of Sublime and Long Beach
Dub Allstars. Doors 'open a~ 8_p.m. at
37 W. Pine St. $15 in advance..$18 day
of show: 407-999-2570.

•·Control-over
.mind.· ·and bodr
·Meditating helps students find their center
REBECCA KuccHAK
. STAFF WRITER

Friends are always telling her to relax, said
junior Cara MacMartin. As a nursing major, her
life is full of stress from class and tests.
, · ''As soon as 1 am t.old about a test I begin to
worry about it all the way up until I take 'it, .[w1!ich]
, could be weeks," the 21-year-old said.
-· In hopes of alleviating anxiety; MacMartin isone of many UCF studetits who participate in.guid-ed meditation to help ease life's daily pressures. .
.Meditation is the practice of uncritically
attempting to foGU~ your attention -on one thing at
a time, said Morgan-Helsper, 22, a graduate student and instructor at the Recreation and Wellness
Center.
What you choose to focus on is entirely up to
you, but the goal is relaxation and clarity of mind,
she said. By focusing on a particular object or
- thought ·while ignoring ~verything else, you
increa.Se your ability to focus on the present.

To teach ·students about relaxation, Helsper
. has lead many meditation classes for students in
the Recreation and Wellness Center.
'~The meditation classes I conducted through.out this semester came out of the work I do at the
Wellness Center with biofeedback therapy," she
said. "In biofeed~ack therapy, I use a computer to
monifor internal fiincdons Qf.the body like heart
rate, skin temperature, muscfe tension and
breathing."
Helsper combines different relaxation exercises to teach students 'o breath properly and in
turn reduce their heart rate and increase circula1
•
tion. ·
-~ · ' In meditation, diaphragmatic ·breathing is
achieved by breathing deeply into the bottom of the
stomach, which means .using total lung capacity.
The rhythm of the breath· aS" wen ' as the c:\epth
helps maintain serenity in the individual.
"Most people re~t to _stress wit!J. the fight-orPLEA;SE.SEE

Visualizing ON 23

·

_PLEASE _SEE

Academic ON 20
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Academic and emotional preparation
ate key to a successful first year
.
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bilities this year.
"I pay for my education, car
iiisurance, gas_; medical insur. ance and everythliig, else either
through scholarships or out of
my pocket," the- 19-year-old
said.
She currently is looking for
· a job to help support herself during the rest of her college years.
Accordirig to the American
Council on Education and -·
UCLA's
"The
American
Freshman: National Norms for
Fall .2002," 40 percent of ·men
;md 52.9.percent of women said
that chances are very good they
· Win ·get a job to help pay for col}eg~.
.
· As money becomes an issue
TIFFANY REPEcKI / CFF
for many freshmen, some · are -~reshmen Brett Johnston and Trevor-Bowes think about how·college has changed them:
beginning to spend' more · cau- ·•
tiously.
when necessary.
·in high school to try aiid .scare
The. study found that 65.3
. Harman says it is impor- us. College hasn'.t been as hard
percent of fresb.filen are con- tant for freshmen to have a good as my high school teachers said
cerned about financing college.
relationship with their-parents it would be."
Freshman Brian Barrett,
"This year, I've learned how because it helps them adjust .to
to find the best prices when I go the challenges they face in col- 19, disagreed. ·He said the class:gr9cery shopping. Now, I soine- · lege. ·
- ·
. es in college are ~uch more diftimes ·buy-generjc food branqs
"We hear a ·lot of coni- . ficult than he had expected, parinstead Of automatically picking · plaints of homesickness from ticularly his biology cours~.
-up the name~rand stuff," students . during their first
"I have to study at least 14
.Jeffers said. "That's something semester of college," he said. "I hours a week to do well in colI've never though~bout' before know students who call their lege, whereas in high school, I
college."
• parep.ts s:ix to seven times a day only studied about five hours a
. First-year students are not and in betw~en each of· their week," he said. ·
only learning how to cook and classes."
Besides being successful
shop for themselves, but also
Jeffers drives two hours.tO' ac_ademically; retaining childare making decisions about · visit his family about ever.Y two hood values and religious
things previously dictated by - montP.s. He said that he .is very beliefs also present a challenge
parents.
close with his parents and keeps to first-year students out on
"Freshmen who no longer . in contact with them through e- their own.
live with their parents are expe- mails and frequent telephone
_Since Jenkins' .mother .
riencing a·whole new lifestyle," -calls.
never forced a particular reliHarman. said. "They can come
Proper academic, as well as gion upon her while growing up,
- home whenever they want. They emotional, preparation is also a ·it has always been her choice.
can go to bed at 3 a.m. ~hen .crucial part of a successful tran"She introduced me to relithey have a class· at 8 a.m. and sition into college life, according gion and let me take it however
no one is there to tell them they to Harm~.
I wanted to," she said. "Because
Of the 282,549 freshmen she didn't force it on ine, I'm just
can't."
Jeffers likes the newfound surveyed in the national stqdy; as spiritual now as I ever was."
freedom o·f deciding whether to 23.6 percent were enrolled in
The ability to decide
wake up to go to class or sleep two or three Advanced whether to continue attending
· all day. .
Placement courses during high church in college has also
Now that students are school, -which count for college strengthened Jeffers beliefs.
- treated as adults for the first credits if students ·pass an
"It might be hard for some
time, they are expected to act exam.
people to stick with their morals
accordingly by parents -and
AP classes are designed to when-they first come to college. ·
' ~eachers.
.
help students get a head start in They think, 'Now that I am out of
.!-'My mom told me that when · obtaining college credits during my parents' house, I ca.n do
I turned.18, I couldn't come run- · high school. AP classes also pre- · whatever I want and be whoever
ning td her With every problem' ..pare stui:lents for the difficult (want to be,' " she said. "That
I'm faced with,'\Jenkins said. "If coursework they probably will temptation hasn,'t made me·
I ~ave a problem with a teacher receive at a university.
depart from my beliefs, though.
"Studying in college _is very It's actually inade Irie grow
or a class, I'll tell her ~bout it,
but I have Jo handle i~ on my time-consuming, but, ·generally;· stronger in my decision to go to
own."
most of the classes rm taking church, since now I know .it's
-_Jenkins' mother al . told . aren't much harder-than what I completely up to me."
her she wollid be there to\ sup- . took fn high school," Pittman
Freshmen say that being
.port ·and guide her. dau~ter said. "Teachers overprepare us - _given the decision to decide
which college to attend also
strengthens their conNi.ctions to
·succeed aeaP.emically and
socially.
. Coming to Orlando .was a
decision Jeffers made on hi~ .'
owp... He was accepted into the - ·
.University of North Florida -and
Ohio State University; but chose
UCF for its location,-affordable
·Cost and good·weather.
· . Jenkins also chose UCF
Qecali~e of its low tuition and
· recognized ed~cattonaj pro- ·
grams. ,
·Since the beginning of h~r
freshman year, Jenkins said she
has gained knowledge both in
· and outside of the classroom.
Said Jenkins:. "J'hese past
· two semesters have been,a challenge socially, academically and
financially. I'm -learning that .
regardless of what may stop me
temporarily, I ilm the ohly ope
.
.
TlFFANY REPECKI I CFF
who_qan stop me peri;tianently."
Freshman Bryan ~arrett, righ~, visits th.e first-year advising-office'right before finals.
~I
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W~ngs 6-7:30 p.'m. Mondays!

Happy Hour , -·
. s:s p.m. Fridays and Saturdays!
· . $1 Domestic Beers and 2 for 1 Wells

Pool Tables, Dart Boards, .and~uH Liquo·r Bar
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u
- ~ _Jefferson~

j LOFWS

O_rpington St.

Colonial Dr.
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Home ol lhe·woltd
1amous -·TUr11e~ Burner!'

FRESH EVERYDAY!
' .

lnter~ational studen~sJrom

LINNEA BROWN

I CFF.

UCF begin 'drinking around the world' with some frozen margaritas outside of Epcot's Mexico pavilion.

An international
smorgasbord of booze
THE ROAD LESS TRAVEi.ED ,

LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER

· Drinking around the world
- how naughty ... how fun.
I am referring, of course, to
Orlando's hidden attraction: the
local underground tourist practice of attempting to down one
drink at all 11 countries at
Disney's Epcot World Showcase
in a single afternoon - without
pliking.
When I was 19 and working for Disney in 2000, I set a
-personal go3.I to someday stum. ble triumphantly out of Epcot's
gates; knowing I had completed
the ultimate beverage mission.
This unfulfilled vow resurfaced a couple of weeks ago as
I eagerly signed up to attend
Epcot last Sunday with a group
of 13 foreign exchange stu- .
dents. I couldn't imagine a
.more perfect oppormll.ty to ·
gain some worldly perspective
- and a-supreme buzf ·- than
wit!:! my international friends:.
Unfortunately, I ~.o could. - n't have imagined the lelbargic
consequ~nces . of drinking
downtown the night before. I
slept through i:p.y alarm, missed
the 10 a.m. Epcot pick-up and
drove hurriedly to. the theme
park 'mys.elf around noon, ·
squinting in the hot sun as I
attempted .not to wallow in the
depths of my hangover.
I met up with my friends as
they were finishing their lunches. We all agreed to begin our
mission in Mexico, working our
way around the World
,
Showcase lagoon in clockwise
fashion.
We walked into the picturesque Mexican ·pavilion and ~ ·
admired the colorful Mexican
souvenirs in the marketplace.
We laughed helplessly at the
outdated, Cheech-like mus- .
. taches adorning the male puppets' face.s on the boat ride, and
finally ordered $7 layered mar0

garitas from the open-air bever- .campy outfits.
.
.
We decided to keep walkage stand outside.
Senior Joanne Guzman, 21, ing to China, even though only
was the first to notice the
about half of our crew bought
drinks' shortcomings. "Um,
drinks in Norway. However,
only the red layer is good," she
realizing that I would probably
said, wrinkling her nose.
crash if I ·draiik any more alcoGuzman was right. The
hol, I decided to let our original drinkf? certainly couldn't comgoal of drinking at every counpare·to the real Mexican martry slide; especially since $7 per.
garitas fi'.om my Spring Break _ drillk., per country, was way .
venture to Cozumel. We
more money than I was willing
attempted to slurp down the
to spend.
rest of _o ur drinks as we moved ·
In China, some of our
- on to Norway.
group members felt compelled
Since my mom is from
to create their own paper
Sweden, I knew that the.
masks on sticks, which was the
. ScandinaVian vibe of Norway
official "kiddie project" set up
would remind my four Swedish
at little -tables for the under-10
friends of their homeland. Sure
crowd.
enough, I watched as they
"Hey, you can p.se those
swarmed delightedly over the ·
masks next time you decide to
Helly Hanson ski wear and
go streaking across cam.pus," a
"Smor bukk" chocolate candies
middle-aged, male stranger
in the gift store.
suggested, wiggling his eye,.
"They have lingonberries
brows evocatively.
here," junior Daniel Lambert
Huh? I was suddenly very
exclaimed. ''Why didn't you tell -giad that we weren't drunk ... .
us?"
or perhaps the man's comment
In broken SWedish, I
was a sign that I sho~d keep .
attempted to ask the
- drinking. I leaned over and _
Norwegian waiter if they sold
took a sip of my friend's Tsing
my favorite, Wickedly delicious
Tao (the Chinese pavilion's sigScandinavian beverage - pear
nature drink) and we.fled to
or strawberry cider.
Germany.
"Har du cider?" I enunciatThe hot sun was starting
-ed. "Paron? Jordgubbar?" ·.
to take its toll. We collapsed
The waiter stared at me
exhaustedly on a bench inside
b1ankly. ''.Are you speaking
the German restaurant, our
Swedish or Norwegian?" he eyes giassy and our stomachs
finally asked in English.
churning at the sight of the
- OK, so maybe my accent ·
artery-clogging sausage buffet.
needed a little work. Luckily, .
A few of our guys purchased
junior Ida Karlsson, 22, jumped Beck's Dark beers (gross) from
the staff - all dressed in leder- ·
in and fired the question in
rapid Swedish, only to ·receive a · hosen - and we trudged on to
regretful "Nay."
Italy.
· ·
Darn. Somehow, I couldn't
"Hey, don't they have good
work up the same excitement
wine-tastirig here?" junior Anuj
for a Viking-sized Rignes beer.
Patel asked, as we walked into.- We rode the cheesy
an Italian wine shop, h~ping for
Norway ride and watched a
a free drop of alcohol.
stereotypical tourism movie
The Italian wine merchant
about Scandinavia.· " ·
beamed. "Only nine dollars ·
"I think a lot of Americans
each," he said in a thick accent.
go to Epcot .and see everyone in
"But we're drinking
tlleir traditional costumes and
around .the world," Patel, 21,
think, 'OK, I've s_e en the world,
protested.
now I don't haveio travel,' "
"Then try the Peroni beer
Lainberj, 22, said.
·stand," the merchant replie!I.
Senior Mikaela Nilsson, 24, impatiently, shooing us out the
also Swedish, maintained a
door.
slightly different perspective.
·Unfortunately, the-beer
"I just think Scandinavian
stand was blocked by a weird,
guys look hot in costume,"· she
joked airily, eyeing t.he .w ait.e rs'
·P .LEASE SEE Traveling oN 24.

100/o D1scouNT w/ VAllD UCF ID·CARD
loCATED AT

$1.SO beers 4-7 p.m.

,·

11662 UNIVERSITY Blvo.
OR~DO, .R

"Earn a free

I &AM - 11 PM SuNDAY - THURSDAY I

meal with our VIP Card

407-382-3570

In the UC7 Plaza across from UCF

PCF.
3D5D AlAfAYA THAil
DVHDD, fl 32785

DCDEE
829 ~DOD HOMES RD.
DllllDD, Fl 32818

481·&58·2443

481-441·2443
HID ·

HOURS
Sunday -Thursday
12pm-1lpm
Friday &Saturday
11 om -Midnight

Monday -Thur>day

llom- 9pm
Friday & Saturday
llom- lOpm

Sunday
12pm-9pm

(A<:;ROSS FROM WASHINGTON MUTUAl)

f -

L U N.C.H

·s P EC I A L:

SOUP OR APPmzER & ENTREE

_-$1.95· -

SOUPS

ENTREES

Chicken & Slrinp
Wanton Soup

THAI SINGHA BEEF

OR

~~beef steak

w/ wgela6les

.

SAIMON

._,_, . _ Rlet t.,,._J
w / 1lllli Red SaucV

APPETIZERS
Choice of MIXED SAIAD
or FRIED CRAB BAU
LUNCH 11 AM - 3PM • DINNER 5PM - 9:30PM FRI & SAT 5PM - l0:30PM

WINE &BEER SERVED • TAKEOUT AVAILABLE

'(
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·EteJnal Knights
· remembered
Last week, UCF honored students, faculty and
.staff who have died during the past yea·r. From
left, a white rose was set out for each Eternal
Knigh~ students sang 'Amazing Grace,' and
memorial awards were .given to fam.ily members.

Visualizillg situations
relaxes, relieves stress
FROM PAGE

19

muscle tension, sleep problems,
chronic pain from car accidents, lock jaw; digestive disorders such as irritable bowel
syndrome or gep.eral anxiety..
find meditation helpful and
calming," she said.
Helsper wishes to increase
the number of meditation classes scheduled to two seminars
every other week.

flight response," Helsper said.
"Meditation teaches people how
to deal with tbeir stress in a
· productive and . h~altby mann~r
·that will leave them equipped to
handle their everyday -stress
problems in a relaxing manner."
In . guided meditation,
instructors often. help students
visualize locations and calming
environments.
·
MacMariin
remembers ·
when she first tried guided med- ·
itation in a high~schoor s~ociolO:,
~
gy class. "The teacher reatj, us a
scenario that led us thr9ugh a .
te~ches
walk ih the forest, eventually
ending up at -the beach," she
ho~
said. "It was very relaxing.".
-For most students,. the
great difficulty of meditating .
lies in the idea of focusing on
singie objects and ·blocking oUt
·the present situation. _
The trick is not to let first
attempts discourage futur~
mediation, said junior Kasey
Kees, 21. Eventually it becomes
easier to meditate as the body
becomes accustomed to the
-mental exercise.
"Some people count to
problems~
three in time with their breathing, while other people focus on
-MORGAN HELSPER
a word, like ohm, for instance,"
Kees said. "I focus my attention
Guided meditation instructo.r
on the pattern of my breathing.
- I find it simplest to internalize
my meditation in that way:'
.. Along with relieving stress, ·
meditation is useful in <i>ther
"I'm laid back about the
ways.
.class schedule;.it really depends
"I find th~t in place of on the students," she said. "I
· sleep, meditation is _a great like to allow .them the freedom
alternative," Kees said.
·to choose when the best ti:rile for
Meditation ·can often sup- them is to eome in, and then we
plement Western medicine. lf all decide together based on
- done properly; Helsper said that everyone's schedule."
these relaxatiorr techniques are
· For further information on
effective in treating ~many com- guided meditation,· contact the
mon illnesses.
Recreation and Wellness Center
"People with · migraines,. at 407-823-2408.
'

MeiUtatiorf
people
to deal with
. their stress in a
productive and
healthy manner
that will leave
them equipped
to·handle their
everyday stress

c:lfugmentation Cenbr.&"
Go on line for more .exa1nples

''r:Jhe !J3'l.ea1-t

or call us at /

4 07-677~8999
Student discounts available with UCF:ID!.. Boarcl Certified
Plastic Surgeon .
~

Boarcl Certified
Anestliesiologist

- Fully Accreclited
Ope1:ating Rooni

Suite
".'Financing plans
available·

,t"'""\ Member American

U

Sooiefy of Plastic

. , Surgeons, Inc•.
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AKnight of sax
Fe·enng/Sad o.r Blue?
Fatigued or Tired All The Tim~?
Lack_i~g Motivation?.
.
Losing Interest in Activities Yo~ Used To Enjoy?
Feeling Less Productive At Work or Home?
You may be suffering from the medical illness of Depression.
Dr. Andrew Gutler is currently seeking people showi~g signs
of depression to participate in a clinical research stqdy.
Qualified participants will receive all study-related medica'I
care and research medications at no cost.
Compensation for time and travel is available ..
<

BREIT HART I CFF

Despite the ominous looking weather and a brief rain delay, hundreds of students arid
families brought out their blankets amt picl'!ic baskets to attend the annual Symphony .
Under the Stars concert at the Reflecting Pond on Thursday. This event showcases the
many talented students that are part of UCF's Music Department.

,

.

If you would like more information about this important
medical research study, please call us today.
Appqintments are available today.

Traveling under influence
leaves guests drained
"Three years ago, my
friends and I came here and
dld it," said Javier Suarez, 31,
mime-like performance artist,
a lighting consultant. ''We had
wearing a white mask and a
to pee at every singie stop, and
velvet royalty cape-. That was
fine; we were sick of beer, any- we were really feeling it by ·
way._ .
Morocco. Only two of us made
it the whole way, the others
."OK, Italy ... weird people
were too drunk to order any
with masks,'' noted junior
more ... and a couple of the
Sharon Pare, 21. "Let's move
on."
guys threw up right into Lake
Epcot." So we kept walking, passHis wife, youth counselor
ing the American pavilion's
Anna Suarez, 26, sheepishly
greasy; turkey leg-gnawing
told her story. 'Ttried it on
fourists,andJunnel cake
stands. We knew better than to . New Year's four years ago,"
she said, laughing. "I was too
pay Epcot prices for a Bud
drunk to make it past the secLight.
ond country ... but it was defiIn Japan, I gaw;lted over .
nitely a fun way of experiencan impressive Koi fishpond
and bought three mini-boxes of ing Epcot."
Decidedly "traveled" out,
Botan Rice Candy; will.ch I
our international group didn't
promptly passed out t the
even stop at the U.K or
impressed exchange s dents
Canada. Instead, we rode the
who never had heard o a
lurching General Motors Test
candy wrapper that dissolves
Track ride, p8.id $20 each for
in the IIJ.OUth.
an authentic Norwegian buffet
Already feeling dfained,
at the Norwegian pavilion and
we ·all nixed the idea of buying
watched the spe~tacular
a Kirin fohiban beer in Japan
illuminations fireworks display
and continued on to·Morocco.
at 9p.m.
A cranky Aladdin and
· As we pass~d by a couple
~ Jasmine were posing for picof obvious round-the-worlders
tures insidethe Moroccan
dozing on a park bench on the
pavilion.
"Come on, people, -One at.. ·way out, I asked my friends if ·
they wished we had attempted
time,"· Aladdin .snapped
through gritted teeth. "We
.the true, one-drink-pe:r-countcy
world challenge.
don't have all day."
"No, because there
_ I decided against buying
weren't really any fun, drunk
my companions, or myse~, a
activities to do," Lambert ~
Casablanca beer. On that note,
pointed out. "But I think it
we tramped off to our last
three destinations: France, the · could be fun for a bachelor
party or something."
United Kingdom and Canada.
Anyone gettirig married?
In France, I ordered a
Watch out, Epcot; my misglass of wine and sat down on
sion has yet to be accomthe edge of a fountain, where I
. plished.
started talking with a young
couple from Miami about the·
"drinking around the world"
Columnist Linnea Brown can be
·. reached at lbmwn@ucffuture.com
craze.
FROM PAGE 22
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100 HELP WAMZD
200FoRSALE
250 AvroMOID'B
300 FOR llENr
325HOMES
350 ROOMMATES
400 SERJ'ICES

Office Telephone-Hours
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

450 llErAIL
500 ON CAMPl!S
550EVENTS
600 GREEK LIFE
700M1sc
750 fitm
800Rliu6JON

IJ HELP WANTED
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

Office Address
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 115
Orlando, FL 32817

How ta-Place an Ad

Deadline

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 115
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

407-447-4555 • -dassijieds@IJCFfuture.com

We're looking for male and
female Waterford Lakes
resident competitive players.
Call Carl at 407.306.8005 or
email him at softball@djcarl.com
Looking for excellent players!

****SALES PRO'S WANTED****

"'

*Up t9 $1600 per week
*Inbound Vacation Calls
*700+ Incoming Calls Per Day
*Highest Commission in Town
(1-10 = $25 x 10 = $250)
(11-16 = $30 x 16 = $480)
(17-24 $35 x 24 $840)
(25+ $40 x 25 $1000)
*Day and Evening Shifts Available
*High Energy and Fun Working
Environment
*Fl_exible part hours avail.
*CALL TODAY!! 407-323-5876

=
=

=
=

Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.

[I HELP WANTED

Don't wait for graduation to get a job in joumalism.

ACCESS TO PC?

· Newsroom recruiters value experience, and The Future provides if.

$250+ per week Part Time
Local Interview
Ms. Anderson
Call 407-249-7998

The Future, the twice-weekly student newspaper serving UCF since 1968, seeks skilled student journalists who can
work on deadline to recruit, manage and shape student writers; guide smart and timely coverage of news, sports, •
campus and cultural events; develop infonned commentary and editorial positions; and uphold standards for the
newspaper judged by the Associated Collegiate Press as Best Non-Daily College Tabloid in the country.

Christian Pre-School afternoon
teachers needed for:
Union Park Christian School
10301 East Colonial Dr., Orlando.
If you love children and the Lord
please call 407-282-0551.

, Leadership positions available starting with the summer term :
Managing Editor: Responsible for overall editorial content. Must be organiZed, with
strong editing and reporting skills. Requires flexible 3040 hours per week.

YMCA Camp McConnell seeking
Summer Resident Camp Staff.
Summer contracts of 5-10 weeks avail.
Applicants must be able to live on camp
for summer. Several Positions offered.
Salaries + meals, housing
Call 800-232-9622
CAMP TAKAJO for Boys, Naples,
Maine, TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls,
Poland, Maine. Noted for picturesque
lakefront locations and exceptional
facilities. Mid-June thru mid-August.
Over 100 counselor positions in tennis,
baseball, basketball, soccer, lacrosse,
golf, flag football, roller hockey, field
hockey, swimming, sailing, water skiing,
gymnastics, dance, horseback riding,
archery, weight training, newspaper,
photography, video, woodworking,
ceramics/pottery, crafts, fine arts, silver
jewelry, copper enamel, nature study,
radio/electronics, theater, costumer,
piano accompanist, music
instrumentalist, backpacking, rock
climbing, canoeing/kayaking, ropes
course, secretarial, nanny. Call Takajo
at 800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake at
800-997-4347. Submit application
on-line at www.takajo.com or
www.tripplakecamp.com.

Restaurant

funding

News Editor: Backs up the managing editor and assists in editing, reporting and
writing editorials. Requires flexible 20-25 hours per week.
Copy Editor: Responsible for proofreading and error checking. Must have attention to detail
and strong knowledge of AP style. Requires 10 hours per week, specific availability.

Deadline for applications: Friday, April 25.

Send letter and samples of work to Brian linden, The Future, 3361 Rouse Road, Suit~ 115, Orlando Fl32817.
Inquiries: brian@UCFfuture.com, or call (407) 447-4555.

DO YOU. WANT A COOL JOB?
Varsity Marketing Group seeks
current college students to work as
PfT reps to sell promotional items
on/around the campus.
Post-graduate opportunities
avail. Motivated Reps can earn a
commission of $200-$800 wkly.
Send your resume to
Tikisha@varsitymarketing.com.
TELESALES PfT M-F 5:30-10:30 PM
make $6-$14/hr easy. Relaxed
environment. Exp. preferred. Leave
message before 5 P.M. otherwise
call 407-677-4560 after 5 PM.
Bartenders needed
1-800-214-TEND (8363)
www.professionalbartending.com

Think of US as

SUMMER JOBS!!

for your

*SEVEN WEEKS
*$2100
*ROOM AND BOARD INCLUDED
*CO-ED CAMP
GET PAID TO PLAY!!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer
Camp Counselors ages 18 and up.
FEYC is an overnight camp located
off of highway 450 in Umatilla,
Florida. The camp runs from June 9July 26. Please contact Krys Ragland
at 1-800-523-1673 ext 251 or
352-669-9443 ext 251.

social life.
Everything you want to do these days costs money. We can help. We're looking for
part-time Cooks, Dishwashers, Hosts, Servers, Cashiers/Retail Sales and Night
Janitorial who are available to work weekend hours. You'll get to work with great
people, and be able to take advantage of:
• Up to 3 raises in your first year
• Paid vacation
•Advancement opportunities

$9perwk
$8perwk
$7perwk
$lperwk
$1 per wk

TeleSolutions is looking for part
time employees! You must be
dependable, articulate, honest, and
able to handle production goals.
TeleSolutions is located on a bus
line at 436 & Old Cheney Road, near
Hwy 50. Call our Hiring Hot Line:
407-581-37n ext 137

Valet Parking Attendants Needed

*SOFTBALL PLAYERS*

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

[I HELP WANTED [I HELP WANTED

3 sales people needed to sell roses
dtwn :08, Cowboys, The Why Not,
and more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 1Op-2a.
Nice smile, reliable car, at least 18.
$10-$30/av per hour. Join our Team!
Call Roses by Renee 407-681-3612

Immediate openings! Locations
throughout Orlando area, flex
schedules, FT/PT avail,
for great pay and great opp call
407-971-9131

Payment Methods

2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):
Bolding:
Large Headline:

• Flexible scheduling
•A 401 (k) savings plan

t:1aer

Interviewing Monday - Friday 9:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Saturday 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Stop by: 6699 S. Semoran Blvd., Airport
Off Semoran Blvd. [Sr 435) & Butler National Dr.
Or Call: [ 407) 240-0103

Magazines

$800 weekly guaranteed for stuffing
envelopes. Send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to
Scarab Marketing
28 East Jackson,
10th Floor, Suite 938
Chicago, IL 60604

Work from home selling quality
vacation pkgs. All you need is high
speed internet access, live within
local calling distance from UCF
and PC Windows. Very comp.
commissions and bonuses + paid
training. Fax resume to
407-669-1768 or e-mail
ett-etourandtravel.com
or call 407-658-8285 x 15.

Asst Project Manager - Kimmins
Contracting - A Tampa Underground
Utilities/Site Development Contractor.
Contact J. Lyons @ 813-248-3878,
JLyons@kimmins.com

WORKERS NEEDED
Assemble crafts, wood items.
Materials provided. To $480+ wk.
Free information pkg. 24 hr.
801-428-4747

Nationwide Campaign
The HealthCare Crisis Means
Opportunity for YOU.
Uncapped Commissions & Bonuses.
Company-wide Revenue Sharing.
Call Now! 407-786-8119

Old Counlly Store

EOE

Church Musician needed for
Presbyterian Congregation who
appreciates classical and traditional
sacred music. Generous compensation
for 2 days/week, including dual
Sunday services.
Send resume to: P.O. Drawer 1069
Dunnellon, FL 34430
Or call 352-489-2682 to inquire.
Telephone Pros. State of the art new
call center. HUGE commissions, with
benefits. Get in on ground level. Fresh
leads and lists. FT/PT, spanish a+.
Earn $600-$1000 weekly for FT.
Great career opportunity.
407-937-0108 x 205.

***Internet Marketing***

Photographer Assistants Needed
Bob Knight Photo is currently hiring PIT
Photographer assistants for local
graduations. $35 per event. Must own a
business suit, and have a conservative
appearance. Mandatory training on April
24th @ 5:30pm. All applicants must be
available to work PIT April - June.
Check out our web site
www.bobknightphoto.com
Qualified applicants call Rick
@ 407-328-9574

EARN GREAT PAY

AND BEN&llS

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961

~

CIVIL ENGINEERING PAID
INTERNSHIP!

Full time or Part time. Commission
and bonuses. Serious people only call
888-701-9209.

Seeking individuals to work in an upbeat environment.
Telephone skills a must. ·

www.crackerbarrel.com

Where the beBI do better.

ENTERPRISE.
Seeking success oriented individuals
to fill Entry-Level
Sales/Marketing/Management
positions in the Central Florida area.
4 year College degree with a good
driving record is req. Sales and
customer service exp. a plus. Fax
resume to: 407-670-1744 EOE

or apply at 61 SA Herndon Ave., Orlando, FL 32803.
High School Diploma or equivalent required.
(We will be moving to a new facility next to UCF this summer)

ATIENTION CRAFT LOVERS:
Assemble Nifty Craft Products - FT/PT Earn $50 to $300 per week. Call today
start tomorrow. Se Habla Espanol.
Call 813-681-7837 today!
Barn - 6pm & Ask for Connie

The C~nfral Florida Future • April 17, 2003
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lm1J HELP WANTED I] HELP WANTED
***MODELS NEEDED***
No Experience Necessary!
Work From Home! GET PAID NOW!
407-325-81'36

COUNSELORS
(SUMMER CAMP)
5-day & 6-day sessions.
24-hour positions working with
disadvantaged youth. Flo.r-idaSheriffs ·
Youth Camp,
Call (386) 749-9999. t*EOE/DFWP*

.,

3 Travel Coordinators Needed
High Pay, Easy hours, Stress Free.
Benefits. 407-383-1631

NANNY NEEDED!!
Energetic and fun nanny needed to
care for 5, 8, and 11 yr..olds at our
Longwood home. Must be able to keep
household running and be active with
children. Mon-Fri 1-7 p.m. More hours
in the summer. Email
resume/qualifications @
clears4@aol.com.

.Swimming Instructors' Needed.

TCBY Treats

$20/hour and up. Set your own
schedule. Must be certified. Call Sharon
@ 407-679-4299 "or v!sit us online @
www.swim2u.com.

Help wanted PIT & FIT.
Flexible Hours.
1945 Aloma Ave, Winter Park.
Call: 401-611-2888

SPEAKERS AND TRAINERS
NEEDED!!
Call Ms Baryl~ 321-269-3305 .

fl

'"
I'

I'

$14.00 Base/APPi.
•PT/FT
• Scholarships/Co-ops
• Flexible Schedules
• customer Service/ Sales

(401) 862-8186
www.workforstudents.com
Get Paid for Working Out
Build your body and your bank account. .
Local franchise, Two Men and ;i Truck
is looking for both FT and PT team
members to move residential and

GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY!!!
GROW WITH THE COMPANY!!!
Locally based Lake Mgmt. Company
is seeking employees to fill the needs
of a rapidly growing business. A basic
·
understan_ding of aquatic plants
is important.
_
No experien9e, is necess~fY. Enjoy a
relaxed~working ·atmo' 'phere. ~ . .
APPL:.IGANTS SHOUL FEEL
•
,_.r' CbMFORTABLE
OPERATING ATV'S AND &OATS.
Please send resume t~:
"" AQUATIC MANAGEMENT
STR.A.TEGlES INC.
. 210 N.. Goldenrod Road, Suite 15
·Orlando, FL 32807
ph: 407 ~297-5959

- $250 a day potential/Bartending
Training Provided.
1-80d-293-3985 ext 602

FOR SALE

*** $250 a day potential! ***
. Local Positions.
1-800-293-~985 ext 100
Busy Nature's Table Cafe i.n UCF area .
hiring friendly, clean cut employees able
to work well under pressure. Positive
Attitude a must! Need 20+ hrs per
week. No Sundays. 407-514-69.99.
MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE INTEflVIEWER
Permanent PIT positions at
Winter Park office. Mostly evening
hours 5-9 pm. Occ. 9 am - 1 pm.
About 16-20hrsJwk. Flexible
scheduling. $7 - $7.50/hr to start • .
NEVER SALE~/Research Only.
C.a ll Donna at 407-67'.1~7143.

Miss Living At Home?
Rent One!!
Huge 3 and 4 bd. homes near UCF.
Call for details; 407-521;.8248.
i::>urek Real Estate Investments.

BOARDWALK*~
Avail. May 1-July 31 ! .8 of a mile from
uCF. FREE shuttle avail. Large private
Bd & Bth. Fully furn. W/D incl. Rent=
$475/mnth obo. Incl. util., ethernet, and
cable tv with HBO. Call Molly@
407-497-0000 or e-mail
MHB1006@hotmail.com.

2 bed/2bath condo. ·112 mile from UCF
in Hunter's Reserve. Water &
Appliances incl. Can be furnished.
$800/mnth. Avail immed.
Call 407-222-3488.

Female roommates wanted. For 4/3
house close to UCF. Non-smoker and
no pets: $500/mo, utilities, internet &
cable included. Call Angie
407-366-4035 or 954-494-8659'

High Caffeine Coffee!
Get the edge! THE coffee for Finals,
Midterms, tests, reports. Z-COFFEE
Corporation . To order:
WWW.Z-COFFEE.COM or

Room avail,ASAP in 3/2 Home!
Less than 15 mins from UCF. Only
$400 + 1/3· util. Incl. cable, w/d, high
speed internet. Must be non-smoker.
Call 407-247-6152

1-~00-828-4064

For Sale: Dining Room Table w/ 4
Chairs, Sofa; Two Chairs, .Two End
Tables;-Coffee Table, Queen Bed (Head
Board, Mattress &-Box Spring) , Dresse r
w/ Mirror, Bed Stands Just $700!
Corner Computer Desk w/ hutch & book
shelf only $150! Must pick up ·
Monday May 5.
Call .407-671-2065

s ublease in Northgate Lakes Apt. avail.
.asap. 4 bed/2 bath. All util. incl.

$300/mnth. Call Sarah at 850-543-3352
ore-mail Skloyd@aol.com.
Room avail. for -Female. in Northgate
Lakes, across from UCF. Fully furn.
4bd/4bth, all util. incl. $399/mo. 5/1/03 .
to 8/4/03 w/ option of renting for next
year. Call Kristina@ 941-685-3457.

45-Gallon Flat-Back Hex-Front Salt
Water Fish Tank. Includes Black
wooden canopy & blac~ stand. Also
comes with wet-dry pump. Asking
$275/obo. Call Tom 954-993-3387

NEW HOM.ES fOR RENT
4bd/2bth new homes in UCF area
for rent $1095 to $1295. Call
407-629-6330 or www.ORLRent.com
to view our rentals.
RE/MAX 200 Realty.

Matching Beige Love Seat and Couch
Excellent Condition. Will sell together
or separate for $100/obo. Office Desk
and File Cabinet. $50/obo. Call Kevin
at 407-340-2384.

NS wanted for room in 3bd/2bth .
NEW HOME. Only $400 + 1/2 util.
Only 5 mins from UCF in Regency
Park. Pool, computer, Cable, phone,
nice furniture. Call 407-207-6320
House for Rent
Beautiful Waterford Lakes home.
4 bd/ 3ba with pool and 3 .car garage•
Available Immediately. $1500/mo.
Contact Ramon @321-3n-5803.
Room avail. for M in.3bed/2bath
house. 6 miles from UCF. Clean,
quiet, responsible and liberal please.
N/S or pets. $325/mnth + util. Call
Paul 407-68.1-3939. Pis. leave msg.

Ii] AUTOMOTIVE

Waterford/UCF Area .- Newer 3/2 or 4/2
homes over looking private wooded
area. 2-car garage. All the upgrades
with comm. psiol! From $1 ,.290. Super
nice! 407-833-0063.

!! DO NOT PAY DEALER
RATES!!
Attention all UCF Acu.ra, Honda, lmportand domestic owners! Need quality
auto repair/maintenance , etc? · ·
Don't delay, call
,
THE AUTO GENERAL 407-399-7514
ASE certified* and beats most
independent shop rates!

**SUMMER SUBLEASE DEAL**

:

f,

2 ROOMMATES WANTED! M/F, NONSMOKER. 3BD/2BTH HOUSE.10 MIN.
FROM UCF. FURN. ROOMS
OPTIONAL. .EVERYTHING INCL. IN
RENT. $450/MNTH. STEFF @
407-971-9245.

• 1 & 2 bedroom floor plans
• Two Months Free Rent for
Immediate Move-in!,
• Summer Wait List Specials
(June, July & August)
• Mention this ad and we'll
waive your application fee

..

M looking for M/F ·roommate
15 min UCF/ 5 min-Valencia
$350/mo + 1/2 util. l,Jnfrnshd bdrm.
1yr lease. Jul. or Aug. move~in.
Call Dave @ 321-235-8731 or
E-mail @ radzo69@yahoo.com.
Grad. student looking for room to
rent in house close to UCF w/garage
to store new vehicle. Very clean,
quiet & responsible.
Call Sam at (407) 7.09-5098.
M looking for a M roommate. 1 mile
from UCF. $400/mo. No deposit. Incl.
EVERYTHING. Unfurnished ..Just
remodeled every room in house.
~ccess to pool. Tony 407-484-6744.

Room or house to share/ with a lady/
we offer low rate. Lake Mary/Sanford
area, 15 min. from uci=. 497-330-3511

S~mmer Sublease!
May 31st - July 31st. $425/mo., all util.
incl. in 4bd/2ba furnished apartment at
Pegasus Point. Call 407-926-2758
or email frangieOO@yahoo.com.

Roommate Needed! 4bd/2bth, priv.
-pool, hot tub, pool table, Satellite TV,
High Speed Internet in every room. 4
miles from UCF. $400 + 1/3 util.
'407-694-8369.

UF Summer Condo Rental!!
Countryside at the University-· newest
student condo in Gainesville. Nice poolside 4bd/4ba unit. Furnished common
areas. Close to campus with shuttle
stop. Roomi;; available now - Aug. 15th
@ $350 ea.Imo (incl.. basic util.). Call
Rob @ 407-729-5267.

El

SERVICES

Perform Better! School, Sports
or Sex! Help for YOU!
Unlock your talents and potentials
NATURALLY. Private Sessions.
www.hypnodean.com ()r 407 851 0945

ROOM AVAIL BY UCF. $400 INCL.
ALL UTIL. FURNISHED WITH BED.
HOUSE HAS WASHER, DRYER,
POOL TABLE; BIG SCREEN TV:
ACCESS TO POOL AND
VOLLEYBALL COURT. FEMALES
ONLY. CALL 407-468-3161.

Herbal life Independent Distributor.
LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
Ask me how?
clbjhpl@yahoo.com or 407-921-0738.

Safe and effective weight loss!

IJI

Permanent weight loss, low cost,
satisfaction guaranteed. Advocare
independent distributor. 407-381-4800.

HOMES

ROOMS FOR .RENT IN HOME!
3 M/F wanted for HUGE 6BR/4Bth
house in Waterford Lks East, fully
furnished w/ empty rooms, hi-sj>e~d
internet, walk-in closets, gated
comm.; on a lake, rent equal to an
apt., Best bank for Buck at UCFll
call Tony@ 407-701-8669

M/F wanted for furnished BDRM In

Room in beautiful HOME, secluded
quiet, car port, kitchen privileges,
$325/mo. Security $100. Quiet for
.s tudy, 5 mins from UCF.
407-673-0715 (leave message)
or cell: 407-948-2649.

(

Ir

new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo
inclu util, n/s, no pets, sec sys, poo I
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 ~r 239-63.3-9400.
~

May/June/jury: Priv. bathroom, 5_min
from UCF, W/D, incl. cable and much
more! Actual rerit'$415, you pay only
$350!!! Call Olaf@ 407•701-9666
or olaf@beyme.com:

Resumes Cover Letters
$29.95 each or $49.95 for both.
written by HR pro. No form letters.
Call 407-268-4734 or email:
resumeservices@cfl.rr.com

How do you remertib&r your frieri$is?
With pietures~:,-G}adua,tlon !scorning soon. Get'ptCS' .re.suits,
without the cost. V.isit: . _
www.BlueEyesPhb100raphy:c0.m

YOU WRITE IT - WE SELL IT!
Furniture, cars, room for rent?
Call The Central Florida Future
at 407-447-4555 today!
Let us do the work!

rm

TRAVEL

'

Roo·m avail @ College Static;m.
All util. incl. W/D, fully furnished,
. ethernet, cable TV w/ HBO. ONLY
$460/mnth. Call 407-313-~445 .

1995 Isuzu Rodeo For Safe ·
Only 57 ,000 miles
Sun Roof, New Tires, ·Dark Green
In Great Condition! Only $5800/obo
407-649-8868

2 rooms for rent in 4/2 house by Lake
· Howell HS, 15 min from UCF$475/month-inclds rent, power, water,
cable, phone, DSL internet,. & lawn
service. Avail 5/1/03. House furn, -bdrms ~
not. Females only. NO PETS. Call
Jennifer-(h)407-677-4782 or ·
(c)407-923-14_84

2001 Town and Country Chrysler Van
Excellent cond./all electric w/alarm .
Extended warrantY-70,000 miles.
CD/cassette/radio. $13,500.
407-421-6265 or 407-359-9297.

(

Bartender T~ainees Needed. · ·

**GREAT SUBLEASE @

Brand new 4bed/2bath home in
Waterford Lakes. Quiet neigh.
Al I appl. incl. except W/D. $450/mnth.
per person: Call RE/MAX at ·
407-657-8645.

commercial customers. Must be neat in
Must Sell!!! Living Room and Bedroom
appearance, have clean driving record,
Set. (Together or separate). Call Kriste n
sti;~mg wor k e~hic, a~d ex~elLent
at 407-341-3464 for info. .
customer seNrce -skrlls. We. offer
excell ent wages + tips, and tfo..nuses-: ".."t . ,,,.
Talk-to us about-our "Sfay the
'ALL SONY .ENTERTAINMENT
· Summ~r" in{~ntive program. 1:.:Jtt the ·-~-~
SALE
. _phone and calf 'us today! 407-8527092,5
.sbo watt Dolby Digital Hometheatre
We are located west of the airport at
w/warranty. Incl. 5 speakers and
2907·McCoy Rd, between Conway
stands; Digital Remote Control;
and Orange Ave. ·
DVD Player. Original boxes,
instructions and receipts. Will sell
together or separate.·Call Sam at
PT person needed immediately to work
with a naturolpathic doctor. Computer
407-709~5098 for prices.
and writing skills necessary. Duties may
vary. Call Lisa at 407-897-3435.

*AQUATIC WEED FIELD TECH
NEEDED!*

lm!JFoRRENT

'

ROCKET FUEL COFFEE

STUDENT WORK·

I

lm!JFoRRENT

1997 Saturn SC-1
·Dark Blue coupe in Excellent Conditio nl
Near Campus!
· Auto, A/C, CC, Tilt, 66k
Only $6,500! Call 407--366-4153

Mature Male or Female Roommate
wanted to shar~ -~2 apartment in
Waterford .Lakes for summer term
(June 1 - Aug 31 ). W/D in unit, pool.
· Only $450/mo + 1/2 util.
Call Ann Marie 407~207-8941

1993 Nissan 300zx -Pearl White,
T-Tops, Auto, Leather, 6-disc 9d,
original owner & well maintained,
must see to appreciate! 147k miles
$8900/obo 407-924-1508

. Female Wanted to Sublease. Room in
Pegasus Landing for Summer Term.
Priv Bed/Bath. avail May 1 to July 31.
· Call f>amela 407-362-3279.

.

-

Private bed and bath on 2nd floor of 3/2
home. Garage parking. No smoking'.
5 min. from UCF. All util. & fastest
internet incl. $375/mnth. Female only.
Call .40.7-977-6750~

London... ~ .................;. .. $3.63
Paris ..... ~ .........................$418.
Madrid ......................... $551
San Jose, C.R ....... ~ ....... $378
Eurail Passes fr.om ..•... $249

Budget Hotels from .... $18
Fare is round trip from Orlando. Subjec:t to change a~d availabilitj.
Tax not included. Restrictions and blackouts apply.
·

pick up your complimentiary, premiere issue oP -.
.
magazine at; your local.STA Travel branch.

~ · wwwstatrpv~co~iitdTRAVEl
onLrne

»

on · THE PHo'ne

» .

on CRffiPU/

»

I

on THE /TREET

· Local and Long Distance Telephone Service Provider

", .·,.- .
I ea.m
:lo;~•

., •

..

·... UP TD 81, Hourly!
1200~- Sign .· D.n Bonus!.

•

~

lull Time • Paid Training , .
.

~

'

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. ·
lull Time Benefits: - ~ ·
Halitlays, Personal Bays .
Campany Matching 401K
Business casual attire •Paid Vacation

Right around . the
corner from UCf

.Job line •407·313·1391' ·
[
~

'

12001 Science Dr.EOE/DFWP
• Orlando, fl
32828
.

.

•/

!

Need acar? Drive away anew Saturn today!

.

r·
[ ·
~

!

.·

Every New Saturn
2003 Ion Sedan

O/o

140 horsepower, largest trunk in its class

•

UP

2003 VUE

available fwd, awd, 4 c lin er & V& ·

·• o

&Omo.
VV.A.C.
-

· Graduating?
Planiling a
.Road Trill?

Ii ' .

purchase or
· . lease.of ;

r

i·,.

.

SATURN COLLEGE

GRADUATE PROGRAM

•
'

-

SATIJRN OF ORLANDO/Soum
8620 Soum ORANGE -B10ssoM 'fRAit-

SATURN OF ORLANDo/NoRm
2725 S. HWY 17 - 92

SATURN OF 0RLAND0/0SCEOLA

ORLANDO

CASSELBERRY

KISSIMMEE

2184 E. IRLO BRONSON MEMoRJALHWY

NO DOWN PAYMENT!
NO PAYMENTS
FOR 90 DAYS!
*Restrictions apply. Call for program details. · ·
FOR ALL THREE LOCATIONS:

(800)

204-3~77

WWW.SATURNOFORLANDO.COM
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